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Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, loom
America Inc., Mutualink, B/ueRidge Armor LLC, Amp/iVax Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.

How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed
Person
By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.

~ Cbud Storage: Cloud Storage: Why your department should
department should
make the switch make the switch

By Digital A/Iy
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and

H ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!
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Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
‘Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.

~ Special Report:
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Hardware

Kissimmee Police
Department:
Intelligence-Led
Policing Drives
Progress &
Prosperity

Download Now

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36O, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spillman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.

~ Boosting Officer
Safety Solutions
with Mobile Safety

Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
I ifecycles. Download Now
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~ Special Report: Special Report: Civil Unrest
Civil Unrest

By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

Download Now

Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported ]

~ Cloud-Supported i
Body Worn
Cameras

Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.

~ Special Report:
Law Enforcement
Software

Download Now

Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.
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By POLICE Magazine
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As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy Special Report:

body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of ~

these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.
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~~~;g~ort How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
Increased
Productivity with
Tablets
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with Tablets
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.

~ How to Compare
9mm vs .40
caliber

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.
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Facial Recognition: Art or Science?
By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
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~ Facial Recognition: technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
Art or Science? . .

how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.
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12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle 12 Things You
~ Need to Know

Optics About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

lDownload Now

Ma~ng the Case Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
~ Security Policy By Vigilant Solutions

Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the
FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster
By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
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selecting gear to carry your sidearm. [ How to Buy a Duty

Holster
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How Sko~e PD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
Grew Their
Storage Solutions By Spacesaver

How a departments storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate How to use 3DI~ laser technologyto generatesignificant savings for your inter-agency significantsavings

for your inter
agency
investigation team

investigation team
ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.
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How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes seeing through walls and into buildings
possible. WPRs are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.

How To See
Through Walls
and Into Buildings

Download Now
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Special Report: Investigative Technologies
By APB36O - Division of Guntrac, Baker Group International,
Laser Technology Inc., Panasonic Corporation
Read POLICE Magazineâ€TMs Special Report: Investigative
Technologies to learn about capturing crime scene images, the
investigative role of body cameras, fighting crime with predictive
policing, developing leads with investigative imaging tools, the
challenge of smartphones, speeding up DNA analysis, and how
to preserve a crime scene.

~ Special Report:
Active Shooter
Response

Special Report: Active Shooter Response
By Armor Express, BlueRidge Armor, Hardwire LLC, Lenco
Armored Vehicles
Read POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Active Shooter
Response to learn about what the FBI’s latest study on active
shooters really means, effectively coordinating with fire and EMS
at the scene, tactical medics in active shooter response, talking
to the community about active shooters, vehicle spotlights on the
Lenco BearCat MedEvac G3 and The Armored Group BATT-X,
and patrol response to the active shooter.

Special Report: Special Report: Mission Critical
Mission critical
Communications
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Communications
By LDV USA, Nuance Communications Inc., Spiliman
Technologies, A Motorola Solutions Co.
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications, learn about the new role of radios on duty, first
responder networks, advancements in 911 call center
technology, cyber security, getting grant funding for
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communications equipment, and how to work with dispatchers.
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Safe

Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, Icom
America Inc., Mutualink, BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.

~ How To Respond
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How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed

By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.

~ cloud Storage:
Why your
department should
make the switch

Cloud Storage: Why your department should
make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and itâ€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switchl

Download Now
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Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.
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Software &
Hardware

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36Q, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spiliman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.

~ Boosting Officer
Safety Solutions
with Mobile Safety

Download Now

Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
Iifecycles.
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Special Report: Civil Unrest
Civil Unrest

By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

Download Now

Gain BetterI~ Cloud-Supported
Body Worn
Cameras
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Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.

Law Enforcement Software Special Report:
Law Enforcement
Software

Special Report:
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.
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with Tablets
By Fuflt.su America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.
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How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.
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By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
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technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn Facial Recognition:

how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe Art or Science?

images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You 12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle
~ Need to Know

About Rifle Optics Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Download Now

Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy ~
By Vigilant Solutions ~ Security Policy

Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the
FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster
By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safet~,, security, and your body type before
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How to Handle Stress
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve
you reach the breaking point.

On Duty

your well-being at work before

How to Handle
stress On Duty
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How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (lR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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Communications
By LDV USA, Nuance Communications Inc., Spiliman
Technologies, A Motorola Solutions Co.
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications, learn about the new role of radios on duty, first
responder networks, advancements in 911 Call center
technology, cyber security, getting grant funding for
communications equipment, and how to work with dispatchers.
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Keeping Schools
Safe

Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, Icom
America Inc., Mutualink, BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TMS Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.
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By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.
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Cloud Storage: Why your department should
make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ità€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!
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Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes

J before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working

___________________ toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36O, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Splilman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows YOU

deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
I ifecycles.

Special Report:
Civil Unrest

Special Report: Civil Unrest
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.
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Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safari/and VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state
of-the-art video evidence management.
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In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about Special Report:
Law Enforcementhow to buy software, successful software installation, measuring Software

your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.
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Sped& Report Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
cameras By POLICE Magazine

As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

Download Now
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Increased
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Tablets

with Tablets
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.
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How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
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Facial Recognition: Art or Science? Facial Recognition:
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

— 12 Things You 12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle
~j Need to KnowAbout Rifle Optics Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.
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Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the Making the Case

FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

~:r~~uts1 How to Buy a Duty Holster
By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.
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How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
Grew TheirI~ How Skokie PDBy Spacesaver Storage Solutions

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.
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How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.
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How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes ‘seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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Whatâ€TMs Google, Facebook and the law got
to do with it?
By POLICE Magazine
Things to consider as your department works to leverage the
Internet and use digital evidence to solve crimes.

Special Report: Investigative Technologies
By APB36O - Division of Guntrac, Baker Group Internationa4
Laser Technology Inc., Panasonic Corporation
Read POLICE Magazineã€TMs Special Report: Investigative
Technologies to learn about capturing crime scene images, the
investigative role of body cameras, fighting crime with predictive
policing, developing leads with investigative imaging tools, the
challenge of smartphones, speeding up DNA analysis, and how
to preserve a crime scene.

Special Report: Active Shooter Response
By Armor Express, BlueRidge Armor, Hardwire LLC, Lenco
Armored Vehicles
Read POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Active Shooter
Response to learn about what the FBI’s latest study on active
shooters really means, effectively coordinating with fire and EMS
at the scene, tactical medics in active shooter response, talking
to the community about active shooters, vehicle spotlights on the
Lenco BearCat MedEvac G3 and The Armored Group BATT-X,
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Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications
By LDV USA, Nuance Communications Inc., Spiliman
Technologies, A Motorola Solutions Co.
In POLICE Magazineã€TMs Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications, learn about the new role of radios on duty, first
responder networks, advancements in 911 call center
technology, cyber security, getting grant funding for
communications equipment, and how to work with dispatchers.
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Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, Icom
America Inc., Mutualink, BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.

How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed
Person
By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.

HowTo Respond
to an Emotionally
Disturbed Person
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I~ Cloud storage: Cloud Storage: Why your department should
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department should
make the switch

Download Now

make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!

~ Kissimmee Police
Department:
Intelligence-Led
Policing Drives
Progress &
Prosperity

Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Lets try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.
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Special Report: Software & Hardware
By AP8360, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spillman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile Boosting Officer
Safety Solutions

Safety with Mobile Safety

By Fufltsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles. Download Now~

Special Report: Special Report: Civil Unrest
civil Unrest

By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

Download Now
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~ Cloud-Supported
Body Worn
Cameras

Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management. Qownload Now

Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
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Special Report: how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
Law Enforcement
Software your agency’s return on Investment, and useful law enforcement

apps.

Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras ~p~Report:

By POLICE Magazine Cameras

As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

Download Now

How Newport How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
Increased
Productivity with
Tablets

with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.
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By POLICE Magazine
The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
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is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance. Howto Compare
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Facial Recognition: I Facial Recognition: Art or Science?
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle 12 Things You
w Need to Know

Optics About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.
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By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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Making the Case whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the
FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster How to Buya Duty

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

How Skok~ PD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
~ Grew Their

Storage Solutions By Spacesaver

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.

Download Now

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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Download Now

How to use 3D
laser technology
to generate
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for your inter
agency
investigation team
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Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, Icom
America Inc., Mutualink, BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.

~ How To Respond
to an Emotionally
Disturbed Person

How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed
Person
By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.
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Cloud Storage: Why your department should
make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!
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Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while __________________

facing budget constraints.

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By AP8360, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spillman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.

Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles. ___________________
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Special Report: Special Report: Civil Unrest
Civil Unrest

By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.
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Body Worn
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Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management. Download Now

I~ Special Report:
Law Enforcement
Software
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Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
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As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy Special Report:

body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

Download Now
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Increased
Productivity with
Tablets
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with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.

~ How to Compare
9mmvs.40
Caliber

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.
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Facial Recognition: Art or Science?
By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
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Facial Recognition: technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
Art or Science? . .

how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle 12 Things You
W Need to Know

Optics About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Download Now

Ma~ngthecase Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
~ Security Policy By Vigilant Solutions

Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the
FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster
By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
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selecting gear to carry your sidearm.
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s How Sko~e PD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions~ Grew Their
Storage Solutions By Spacesaver

How a departments storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.
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How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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department should
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make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and

J ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!

~ Kissimmee Police
Department:
Intelligence-Led
Policing Drives
Progress &
Prosperity

Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
‘Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.

~ Special Report:
Software &
Hardware
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Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36O, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spiliman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile Boostinu Officer
Safety Solutions
with Mobile SafetySafety

By Fufitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.

~ Special Report:
Civil Unrest

Download Now

Special Report: Civil Unrest
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.
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Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.

Download Now
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Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.

Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
By POLICE Magazine
As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.
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How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
with Tablets
By Fufitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.
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By POLICE Magazine How to Compare

The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.

Download Now

Facial Recognition: Facial Recognition: Art or Science?
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle si2m~9sYou
— Need to Know

Optics About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Download Now

Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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Making the case whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with theI~~ FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster
By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

How Skokie PD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
Grew Their
Storage Solutions By Spacesaver

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.
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How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.

Download Now

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications
By LDV USA, Nuance Communications Inc., Spiliman
Technologies, A Motorola Solutions Co.
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications, learn about the new role of radios on duty, first
responder networks, advancements in 911 call center
technology, cyber security, getting grant funding for
communications equipment, and how to work with dispatchers.
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Safe

Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, Icom
America Inc., Mutualink, BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.
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How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed
Person
By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.
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Cloud Storage: Why your department should
make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!
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Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.
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Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APBS6Q, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and SpilIman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fufitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.

Civil Unrest Special Report:
Civil Unrest
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Special Report:
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.
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Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state
of-the-art video evidence management.
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In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about J Special Report:
Law Enforcementhow to buy software, successful software installation, measuring Software

your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.
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Spedal Report: Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
Cameras By POLICE Magazine

As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.
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with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity. ±~DoiIóadN~

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBla€TMS decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
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Facial Recognition: Art or Science? Facial Recognition:
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

— l2ThingsYou 12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle
Lj Need to KnowAbout Rifle Optics Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.
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Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the Making the Case

FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate ~
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buya Duty How to Buy a Duty Holster
Holster

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions How Skokie PD
Grew Their

By Space.saver Storage Solutions

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.
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How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than

- $28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.Download Now

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.
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• Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications
By LDV USA, Nuance Communications Inc., Spiliman
Technologies, A Motorola Solutions Co.
In POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications, learn about the new role of radios on duty, first
responder networks, advancements in 911 call center
technology, cyber security, getting grant funding for
communications equipment, and how to work with dispatchers.
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Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, lcom
America Inc., Mutualink, BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.
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How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed
Person
By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.
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By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!
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Progress &
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Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map? asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.
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Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36O, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spillman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fufitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.

Special Report: Civil Unrest
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

Download Now

Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.
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Spedal Report: Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
cameras By POLICE Magazine

As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.
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with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.
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Facial Recognition: Art or Science? Facial Recognition:
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You 12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle
Pa Need to KnowAbout Rifle Optics Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.
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Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the Making the Case

FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

HowtoBuya Duty How to Buy a Duty Holster
Holster

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions How Skok~ PD
Grew Their

By Spacesaver Storage Solutions

How a departments storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.
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How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.
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How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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You can take steps to improve your wefl-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.
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Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.

Civil Unrest Special Report:
Civil Unrest

Special Report:
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.
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Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state
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Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.
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Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
By POLICE Magazine
As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.
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How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.
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How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.
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Facial Recognition: Art or Science?
By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.
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Lj Need to Know IAbout Rifle Optics Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.
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Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the
FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.
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Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.
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inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
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operation.
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Just as infrared (lR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.
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Facebook and the
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By POLICE Magazine
Things to consider as your department works to leverage the
Internet and use digital evidence to solve crimes.

Special Report: Investigative Technologies
By APB36Q - Division of Guntrac, Baker Group Internationa4
Laser Technology Inc., Panasonic Corporation
Read POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Investigative
Technologies to learn about capturing crime scene images, the
investigative role of body cameras, fighting crime with predictive
policing, developing leads with investigative imaging tools, the
challenge of smartphones, speeding up DNA analysis, and how
to preserve a crime scene.
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Download Now

Special Report: Active Shooter Response
By Armor Express, BlueRidge Armor, Hardwire LLC, Lenco
Armored Vehicles
Read POLICE Magazineã€TMs Special Report: Active Shooter
Response to learn about what the FBI’s latest study on active
shooters really means, effectively coordinating with fire and EMS
at the scene, tactical medics in active shooter response, talking
to the community about active shooters, vehicle spotlights on the
Lenco BearCat MedEvac G3 and The Armored Group BATT-X,
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Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications
By LDV USA, Nuance Communications Inc., Spiliman
Technologies, A Motorola Solutions Co.
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications, learn about the new role of radios on duty, first
responder networks, advancements in 911 call center
technology, cyber security, getting grant funding for
communications equipment, and how to work with dispatchers.
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Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, Icom
America Inc., Mutualink, BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.
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How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed
Person
By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.
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make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and itâ€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!
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Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.
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Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36O, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spillman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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By Fujitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.
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Special Report: Civil Unrest
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.
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Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.
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I~ Special Report:
Law Enforcement
Software

Download Now

how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.

Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
By POLICE Magazine
As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

Body-Worn
~ Special Report:

cameras
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How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
Increased
Productivity with
Tablets

with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo

Download Now
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is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance. ~iow to compare’

9mm Vs .40
caliber

Download Now

Facial Recognition: Facial Recognition: Art or Science’
Art or science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle — 12 Things You
Need to Know

Optics About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Downloacfli~iw

Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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Making the case whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the
t~?~cy FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate

your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster HowtoBuya Duty

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

How Sko~e PD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
Grew Their
Storage Solutions By Spacesaver

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of __________________

operation.

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR. Download 4w

How to use 3D
laser technology
to generate
significant savings
for your inter
agency
investigation team

How to Handle
Stress On Duty

Download Now

Download Now

How To See
Through Walls
and Into Buildings
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Police How-To’s

Cloud Storage: Why your department should
make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TM5 concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!

Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.’ Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while __________________

facing budget constraints.

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36O, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and SpilIman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.

Cloud Storage:
Whyyour
department should
make the switch

Downióád Now

Kissimmee Police
Department:
Intelligence-Led
Policing Drives
Progress &
Prosperity

I~ Special Report:
Software &
Hardware
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Download Now

Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fufitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.

Download Now

Special Report: Civil Unrest
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland ViEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.

Gain Better
visibility with
Cloud-Supported
Body Worn
Cameras

Download Now

Boosting Officer
Safety Solutions
with Mobile Safety

Special Report:
Civil Unrest
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Special Report:
Law Enforcement
Software

Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.

Download Now

Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
By POLICE Magazine
As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

E Special Report:
Body-Worn
cameras

Download Now

I~ How Newport
News PD
Increased
Productivity with
Tablets

Download Now

How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
with Tablets
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
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By POLICE Magazine How to compare

The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.

Download Now

Facial Recognition: Facial Recognition: Art or Science?
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle r._12Thfl~SYOU
‘V Need to Know

Optics About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Download Now

Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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Making the Case whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the
FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Tdp 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster HowtoBuya Duty

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

HowSkok~PD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
~ Grew Their

Storage Softitions By Spacesaver

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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By FARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of _________________

operation.

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.

How To See
Through Walls
and Into Buildings

Download Now

How to use 3D
laser technology
to generate
significant savings
for your inter
agency
investigation team

How to Handle
Stress On Duty

Download Now
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BE THE FIHSTTO OWN ONE.

Dec19. 2018 View online version
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ONTARGET WEDNESDAY

2 Colorado Officers Hospitalized After Violent Fight with
Suspect
This was one of the most violent altercations I have seen in my career,’ said Chief

Nick Metz, who has been in law enforcement for about 35 years.

READ MORE

Michigan Officer Commandeers Kayak to Save Woman
from Sinking Car
A quick thinking sergeant with the Trenton (Ml) Police Department commandeered a
kayak at the edge of the Detroit River after a woman was seen in a sinking vehicle in
the waterway.

READ MORE

*PRIjPPER
SUMMERWEIGHT

“SHOP NOW

Trump’s School Safety Commission Favors Arming
Teachers
President Donald Trump’s school safety commission—a panel led by Education
Secretary Betsy DeVos—said that the decision to arm teachers to respond to
potential active shooters should be left to state and local authorities, not the Federal
government.

Sponsored by FUR Systems

A Sixth Sense for Law
Enforcement
FLIR thermal and night vision devices give law
enforcement professionals a clear advantage

READ MORE

READ MORE
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Enter to WIN POLICE Magazine’s
Well Dressed Wheeled Offlce~ Cantesti ~

Anonymous Donor Gives $40,000
to West Virginia Police Department
The Wheeling (VVV) Police Department has
received an anonymous donation from a local
company that will enable the agency to purchase
video recording equipment, mobile cameras, digital
cameras, and laptop computers.

READ MORE

UK Police Testing Facial
Recognition Software on Holiday
Shoppers
Police in London are testing facial recognition
software on Christmas shoppers, hoping the
technology will detect known and wanted criminals
in the crowds.

READ MORE

n

New Hampshire Agency Adds
Police Dog to Reduce Stress for
Victims and Officers
The Hancock (NH) Police Department has added a
brown Labrador Retriever to the ranks, but the dog
will not be tasked with sniffing out drugs or fleeing
suspects. K-9 ‘Rookie” will instead be on hand to
help individuals deal with difficult situations.

READ MORE

Florida Deputy Lauded for
Comforting Dog Struck by Car
A deputy with the Osceola County Sheriffs Office
has been praised on social media for an image that
was posted there showing him comforting a dog
that had been hit by a car, waiting with the dog for
animal control to arrive.

READ MORE

~:‘* ~Now
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Board Again Denies Rhode Island Officer’s Long-Running
Disability Claim
An officer with the South Kingstown (RI) Police Department—who claims he was
permanently injured on duty in 201 0—was again denied his request for accidental
disability pension.

READ MORE

Ohio Department Praised for “Lunch with Law
Enforcement” at Local Schools
Students at schools in the Riverside School District are getting used to seeing police
officers show up unannounced in the cafeteria, and according to reports, they’re
enjoying the visits.

READ MORE

IO~~

FREE WHITEPAPERS

What’s Google, Facebook and the law got to do
with it?

Special Report: Investigative Technologies

Special Report: Active Shooter Response

Special Report: Mission Critical Communications

Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe

f~n
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IN~CAR CAMERA

Monday, August 20, 2018 POLICE HOW-TO

New York Officer Dies of 9/11-Related Special Report: Mission

Cancer Critical Communications
Police Officer Kathleen OConnor-Funigiello died on August Special Report: Keeping
16 as the result of cancer that she developed following her Schools Safe
assignment to assist with search and rescue efforts at the -
World Trade Center site immediately following the 9/11 How To Respond to an
Terrorist Attacks. Emotionally Disturbed

Person

cloud Storage: Why yourTexas Officer Returns to Duty Two department should make

Years After Being Shot Multiple Times the switch
The Fort Worth (TX) Police Department announced on its
Facebook page that Officer Xavier Serrano a€” who was SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES
shot while responding to a call of shots fired two years ago

Subscnbea€” has returned to duty.

Renew

. .
VIDEOOFTHE MONTH ~t

Louisiana K-9 Shot, Killed in Pursuit of
Attempted Murder Suspect
The Lincoln Parish (LA) Sheriff’s Office announced that K-9
Boco was shot and killed on Friday during the pursuit of a
suspect wanted for second-degree attempted murder.

a Sponsored by FLIR Systems

Thermal Goes on Patrol in East
Chicago, Indiana
Law enforcement officers experience the benefits of
compact thermal imaging.
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Lawmaker Asks DOJ to Probe Police
Use of Facial Recognition Technology
In a letter to acting Assistant Attorney General John Gore
a€” who leads DOSs Civil Rights Division a€’
Representative Emanuel Cleaver (D-Mo.) said that “if not
appropriately implemented, use of the technology may
threaten the life and liberty of Americans with crushing
force.’

Sponsored by ZARE
Unlocking the Perfect Gun Lock
Many companies and innovators have tried to create the
perfect solution for keeping a gun safe from kids or other
unauthorized users while simultaneously allowing the
firearm to be ready at a moment’s notice for the gun owner.
Most solutions can be divided into...

Q~~)~

1 of 3 Suspects in Ambush Attack on
New Jersey Detectives Arrested
The Camden County (NJ) Police Department said in a
Tweet that they have captured one of the three men wanted
in connection with the ambush attack on two plainclothes
detectives.

California Businessman to Host Private
“Law Enforcement Appreciation
Festival”
More than 5,000 Southern California law enforcement
officers and their families â€” with representation from the
Los Angeles Police Department, the Los Angeles and
Orange County Sheriff~€TMs Departments, the California
Highway Patrol, as well as the Long Beach, Huntington
Beach,,..

Enter to; WIN POLICE Magazine~s? /

Well Dressed Wheeled Officer Contest! p LLc~

Kansas Police Called to Capture
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Massive Snake Discovered by Postal
Worker
Overland Park, KS, police posted images on Twitter of a
massive Ball Python a postal worker discovered wrapped
around a resident’s mailbox.

Arizona Police Use Mannequins with Radar Guns to
Discourage Speeding
The Operations Division recently outfitted mannequins armed with radar guns and

positioned them next to empty police vehicles in order to encourage drivers to slow
down at intersections known to be the locations of frequent collisions due to speeding.
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Video: Chicago Police Commander Shot, Killed at Government Building

p _____
~tet--__.—~

Week of February 17, 2018

Top 5 News

1. Video: Chicago Police Commander Shot, Killed at
Government Building

Supt. Eddie Johnson has identified the officer as Paul Bauer, a
commander in the 18th District. Bauer was a member of the mounted
patrol and was promoted to commander in 2015.
view more 102.13.2018

CHECK US OUT

Facebock Twitter

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

• Start or Renew

BLOGS

2. 17 Killed in Florida School Shooting, Suspect in Custody

fl The suspect slipped out of the school after the shooting by blending in
with other students who were trying to escape, two law enforcement
sources and an eyewitness said.
view more 102.14.2018

view morel 02.15.2018

5. Chicago Cop Killing Suspect Wore Armor, Shot Police
Commander Multiple Times

Police spokesman Frank Giancamilli would not comment on the weapon
but said the suspect was wearing a ballistic vest under a heavy coat
when he was arrested.
view more 102.14.2018

• Technology

• Patrol

• Careers

• SWAT

• Training

• Vehicles

• Women in Law Enforcement

• Editor’s Notes

• Weapons

• Gangs

3. SWAT Responding to Active Shooter at Florida School,
Mass Casualty Incident
The Broward Sheriffa€TM5 Office sent out a tweet Wednesday, just before 3p.m., calling

this an â€~active shooterã€ situation.
view morel 02.14.2018

4. Detroit Officer Was Killed During Unapproved Training
Exercise, Chief Says

Detroit police Officer Darren Weathers was killed as his team conducted
a surveillance training exercise that wasn’t approved by the commander
of the department’s professional standards section, Detroit Police Chief
James Craig said Wednesday.
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Top 5 Articles

POLICE Magazine wanted to know more about your preferences for
personal lighting on the job, so last month we conducted an extensive e
mail survey on the topic. Here are the results.
view morel Feb 2018

Ekin: Smart Patrol in a Lightbar
What if you could install one product on a patrol car that provided
capability for automatic license plate recognition, facial recognition, and
speed and parking violation detection? Billed as the first and only smart
patrol in the world, Ekin’s Patrol G2 is designed to do just that, in the

form of a fully functioning lightbar.
view more I Feb 2018

Page2of2

4. Law Enforcement Lighting 2018

5. 15 Things You Should Know About Speed Enforcement
Tools
_~_~r~:;: Many officers use radar and lidar speed monitoring devices regularly,

‘,~but not everyone understands everything about how they work and thej~P”~ best ways to use them
view morel Feb2018
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1. The Next Generation of Patrol Vehicles
A Look at the current police vehicle and consumer vehicle trends and you

can make predictions about what you’ll be dnving on duty in the next

_____________ decade
view morel Feb 2018

2. POLICE Survey: Flashlights and Weapon Lights

These illumination devices will help light the way on duty, day or night
view morel Feb 2018

view our Privacy Policy
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Requires a Warrant
In a 5-4 vote, the United States Supreme Court ruled on Friday that police must
first obtain a search warrant before examining location data â€” cell tower
records that can show a persona€TMs movement for long periods of time â€’
stored on a subjecta€TMs mobile phone.

~ Amazon Employees Join ACLU, Investors in Protest
of Amazona€TMs Sale of Tech to Police
A group of Amazon employees have asked company executives to discontinue
its sale of the companya€TM5 Rekognition facial recognition software to law
enforcement agencies.

Special Report: Keeping
Schools Safe

How To Respond to an
Emotionally Disturbed
Person

cloud Storage: Why your
department should make
the switch

Kissimmee Police
Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives
Progress & Prosperity

Enter to WIN POLICE Magazine ‘E
Well Dressed Wheeled Officer ContesL~ p UC~

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

Subscribe

Renew

Officer Wounded in Texas High School Shooting Heads
Home
Officer John Barnes â€” who along with Officer Gary Forward rushed to end the threat
of an active shooter at Santa Fe High School in May a€’ walked out of a Houston-area
hospital on Wednesday.

~ Video: Actor Dean Cain Sworn in as Idaho Reserve
Deputy

Make subscription payment

Address changes

Back issues

MORE

Classifieds/Jobs

Actor Dean Cain a€° whose acting roles include Superman â€’ was recently
sworn in as a reserve officer with the Saint Anthony Police Department in Idaho.

~j~9’P Networkingfor Law Enforcement

~ Technology Leaders I PT)tDacemb~rzO1glScottsdalo,AZ I P~tIC’ ,trn4NoLnov

German Police Set Up Fake Traffic Collision to Test

ON TARGET

Friday, June 22, 2018 POLICE HOW-TO

~ SCOTUS: Tracking Cell Tower Location Data
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Citizen Response
Police in Germany wanted to discover how many people would stop to help victims of a
roadside crash, so they set up a fake accident scene complete with two victims made to
appear to be badly injured.

j~ FBI, DEA, Local California Agencies, Take Down
Major Meth Ring
An eight-month operation by the Fresno County Sheriffa€TM5 Office, Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA), and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
has resulted in the seizure of large quantities of methamphetamine and
marijuana.

READ IT WHERE ~ nr
VDUNEEOITIPpe von tmclefltopta4iyi

Texas City Settles â€c&ool Party lncidentâ€
Lawsuit
The City of McKinney (TX) announced that it has settled a lawsuit filed on behalf
of Dajerria Becton, the bikini-clad teenager who was seen on a viral video being
taken to the ground by Mckinney Police Officer Eric Casebolt.

ISCONTACT& tW
COVER DEAD? tt~

Living with PTSD: Your Life Means Something
There will be times that you are going to want to give up ã€” you may even want to try
to take your own life. Dona€TMt.

DNA Left on Abandoned Bike Leads to Arrest in
Florida Murder Case
Police in Miami Gardens (FL) say that DNA collected from a bicycle abandoned
at a murder scene in March led to the arrest of 23-year-old David Jones.

Squad Car Collides with Bus in England, Injuring 10
Four people were taken to hospital and six more received minor injuries when a police
car answering an emergency call collided with a bus.
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NYPD Unveils New Policy to
ã€~Reduce Unnecessary Marijuana
Arrestsâ€
According to NYPD projections, the new policy will likely
reduce overall maruuana arrests in New York City by about
10,000 per year based on 2017 arrest records and patterns.

Balancing Privacy Rights and Facial
Recognition Technology for Police
Disruptive technologies present challenges for everyone â€”
police administrators included, Rut such technologies also
carry significant benefits not only for police, but for the
citizens they are sworn to protect.

Sponsored by Columbia Southern University
For Community Policing to Succeed,
Walking Around lsnâ€TMt Enough
Community policing is a way for members of a community
and the local police to work hand-in-hand, but what all does
it require of residents and volunteers, and how does a
community ensure a successful program?

POLICE HOW-To

Special Report: Keeping
Schools Safe

How To Respond to an
Emotionally Disturbed
Person

Cloud Storage: Why your
department should make
the switch

Kissimmee Police
Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives
Progress & Prosperity
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NYU Professor Publishes Personal
Information on 1,500÷ ICE Agents
Sam Lavigne ~€“ a New York University professor who
associates himself with the far-left-leaning group Antifa â€”
reportedly posted a database of personal information of
more than 1,500 Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) employees.
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Rhode Island State Police Send
Stuffed Toy to 4-Year-Old New York
Boy
A Brooklyn family had been traveling on 1-95 in Rhode Island
when a stuffed toy belonging to a 4-year-old boy fell out the
window of their vehicle.

Minnesota Officers Help 9-Year-Old
Recover from Lemonade Stand
Robbery
Officers from the Brooklyn Park (MN) Police Department
recently responded to a call that a couple of middle-school-
age kids had stolen a young boya€TMs lemonade stand
profits.

>f~ Networking for Law Enforcement

~ Technology Leaders IDecember2019 I Scattscfale1Az I p~uct TtCI4NOLOOY

Washington to Allow Non-citizens to Apply for Police
Jobs
Legislators in Washington state passed Senate Bill 6145, which changes the
qualifications for police and firefighter jobs to include ã€calegal permanent residentsâ€
with a clean criminal record.

Trial Begins for Ex-cop Accused of Rape at
Massachusetts Police Station
A former Massachusetts police officer accused of a 2016 rape in a station holding cell
says the sexual acts were consensual.

Grhv4 WHERE PUBLIC FLEET PROFESSIDflALS CDflflECT
w*jth~ ~ NEW ORLEANS

Pennsylvania Police Fatally Shoot Man During Traffic
Stop
A police officer in the town of East Pittsburgh fatally shot a 17-year-old suspect just
seconds after he fled a traffic stop late Tuesday.
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Officer Charged with Homicide in Antwon Rose Shooting

___ 1
Week of June 30, 2018

Top 5 News

1. Officer Charged with Homicide in Antwon Rose Shooting
Officer Rosfeld is accused of killing Rose, who was in a car stopped in East Pittsburgh 13
minutes after the drive-by shooting in North Braddock. The vehicle had bullet holes and
matched a description of the vehicle involved in the drive-by which left a 22-year-old with
a gunshot wound to the stomach, from which he is recovering.
view more 06.27.2018

CHECK US OUT

Facebook (JJ Twitter

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

• Start or Renew

BLOGS

2. Pennsylvania Politicians Call For Charges in Fatal OIS of
Antwon Rose

E Several elected officials have joined community protesters in calling for
charges to be filed against Officer Michael Rosfeld for the fatal shooting
of 17-year-old Antwon Rose.
view more 106.26.2018

3. SCOTUS: Tracking Cell Tower Location Data Requires a
Warrant

view moreJ 06.22.2018

In a 5-4 vote, the United States Supreme Court ruled on Friday that
police must first obtain a search warrant before examining location data
â€ cell tower records that can show a persona~TMs movement for long

periods of time aC stored on a subjecta€TMs mobile phone.

4. Amazon Employees Join ACLU, Investors in Protest of
Amazona€TM5 Sale of Tech to Police

fl A group of Amazon employees have asked company executives to
discontinue its sale of the companya€TM5 Rekognition facial recognition
software to law enforcement agencies.
view more 106.22.2018

5. New York Cop Killer Granted Parole
Robert Hayesa€”who has spent the past 44 years in prisona€”had been denied parole 10
previous times.
view more J 06.25.2018

• Technolociv

• Vehicles

• Women in Law Enforccment

• Editor’s Notes

• Weapons

• Gangs

• Patrol

• Careers

• SWAT

• Training
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Top 5 Articles

1. Understanding the LEOSA Qualification Process
The requirements for a retired officer to carry under the Law
Enforcement Officers Safety Act are simple, so agencies and officers
shouldn’t complicate them.
view morel May 2018

Several themes emerge as I look back on my own small piece of that
history. They are things that I wish I understood better when I was
younger on the job. They are also things that I hope those who come
after me can find of some service as they continue the work that I am

leaving behind.
view more I Jun 2018

3. The Latest Duty Pistols

a_

view more I Jun 2018

The economy is better now! and funding for law enforcement is rapidly
being restored. This is good news for those individuals hoping to enter
policing for the first time, and for veteran officers seeking to move to a
new agency.&nbsp;

Visit policemag.com for more
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2. Ita€TM5 Been an Honor and a Privilege

Four of the world’s largest gunmakers are competing to provide
American law enforcement with the next great service weapon.
view morel May 2018

4. Best of POLICE: Our 12 Most Popular Articles
l,,rn,v~. .4OcahWr We’re&nbsp;doing a new kind of index in this Buyer’s Guide issue in the

form of a gallery of our 12 most popular articles based on website visits,
view morel Jun 2018

5. How To Get a Job in Law Enforcement
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Wednesday, May 23, 2018

~ Video Disputes Woman’s Claim That She was
Sexually Assaulted by Texas Trooper
After the Department of Public Safety published the full nearly 2-hour body-cam
video of the incident, Sherita Dixon-Cole’s attorney, Lee Merritt, apologized
online and said that the trooper in question had been “falsely accused,”

~ Video: Man Charged with Trooper’s Murder in Fatal
North Carolina Crash
Authorities had been looking for 22-year-old Dakota Kape Whitt after Trooper
Samuel N, Bullard, 24, of Wilkes County, died late Monday night in a crash along
Interstate 77 in Yadkin County during a chase.

POLICE HOW-TO

Special Report: Keeping
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Cloud Storage: Why your
department should make
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Kissimmee Police
Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives
Progress & Prosperity
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Video: Florida Officer Seriously Injured Crashing
into Semi Truck
A Florida police officer was seriously injured Monday evening and had to be
airlifted after crashing into the back of a semi truck that was already stopped for
a previous accident.

Houston Chief in War of Words with NRA Over Gun
Control
“@ArtAcevedo plays the part of a police chief ... he says he wants to go after criminals,
but for him apparently the easiest way to do that is to make new criminals that are easy
to catch a€” make criminals out of law-abiding gun owners,” NRATV tweeted late
Monday.

Make subscription payment

Address changes

Back issues

MORE

Classifieds/Jobs
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j~ Ohio Deputy Shot in Abdomen Released from
Hospital
Deputy Jacob Heaberlin, 29, was escorted home by deputies with the Franklin
County Sheriffa€TMs Office and officers with the Columbus Division of Police.

ACLU Demands Amazon Stop Providing Facial
Recognition Tool to Law Enforcement
In Oregon, the Washington County SherifM€TMs Office is using the program to look for
matches within its own database of booking mug shots, said Deputy Jeff Talbot. The
department also confirms each match made through the Rekognition software by
another method, he said.

~ Video: More Officers Dying From Suicide Than Duty
Deaths in 2017
A study by the Newton-based Ruderman Family Foundation found police officers
and firefighters experience PTSD and depression at rates five times higher than
the average public.

jj~ Dallas Officer Wounded in Fatal Shootout with
Shoplifting Suspect Leaves Hospital
Almeida, 26, was released from a Dallas hospital Saturday. She and her partner,
Rogelio Santander, 27, were shot April 24 outside a Dallas-area Home Depot as
they were detaining shoplifting suspect Armando Luis Juarez, 29. Santander was
killed in the shooting.

~ Video: FL Sheriff Orders Armed Officers to Schools
After TX Shooting
In response to the shooting at Santa Fe High School in Texas, Polk County, FL,
Sheriff Grady Judd has resolved to make sure every school in his county has an
armed officer.

Video: West Virginia Officer Shot in Burglary
Recognized for Bravery
Patrolman F. Seth Johnson was responding to a burglary on Albert Street when
the suspect shot him in the front upper torso which was protected by his Point
Blank ballistic vest.

ISCONTACT& fl
COVER DEAD? U
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New Bug Leaves Surveillance Cameras Vulnerable to Hacking Page 1 of 2

Hospital School + University Security’ Management’ Planning Technology

New Bug Leaves Surveillance
Cameras Vulnerable to Hacking
Tenable Research discovered a bug
in NUUO’s network video recorder
software, leaving almost 800,000
surveillance cameras feeds exposed

Product Showcase
• Mich. School District Installs Gunshot
Detection and Alert Stations
• Panasonic Highlights New Additions to
its Unified Security and Evidence
Management Eco-system at GSX 2018
• NAPCO Shows Off SAVI Tool for
School Security

Sponsored Products

Get Lockdown Peace of Mind with ArchiTech® Designer
Access Control Networked Locks

The ArchiTech® LocDownTM N9OL Series Wireless Keyless
Access Networked Locks feature a lockdown flashing strobe
indicator. In an emergency1 faculty and staff can remotely
press the pocket-sized LocDownTM keyfob button, instantly
locking-down a classroom or area, while occupants remain
safely inside. Lockdown indicator on the inner door brightly
flashes red to indicate it is in lockdown mode. Easily
retrofitting any standard door since the lockdown electronics
are surface-mounted, ArchiTech cylindrical locks are
customizable with choice of lever-handle, multi-technology ID
reader shape and finish.

For more on ArchiTech Series N9OL visit Alarm Lock at GSX
Booth 1543, or online at www.alarmlock.com

Z NARCO

FacePRQTM Facial Recognition System now with Deeø
Learning Technology

The NEW FacePROTM Facial Recognition Solution
automatically matches a person’s face using live or recorded
video from Panasonic i-PRO cameras to a database of
enrolled faces and performs notification and alerting of face
matches.lt provides a real-time processing capacity of up to
20 cameras per server and can execute high-speed searches
of up to 30,000 registered reference faces.

Automatically Matches Subject Face using live!
captured video

• Advanced Age and Gender Analytics Reporting
• Enrollment of 30,000 “Known Faces” into “Watch Lists”

Panasonic

~ampusSafety

to attackers.
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• Up to 20 Cameras on a Server WI 10 million-face DB
Capacity

Click here to learn more.
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Felony Murder
The California legislature has sent to the governor proposed
legislation that would significantly limit who can be charged
under the felony murder rulea€”under which defendants can
be convicted of first-degree murder if a victim dies during the
commission of a felony, ‘even if the...

Texts Show North Carolina Chief Told Officers to ‘Not
Engage’ Protesters
Chief Chris Blue of the Chapel Hill (NC) Police Department instructed his officers to
stand aside last week as protesters pulled down a controversial Confederate
monument on the University of North Carolina campus, according to Fox News.

EntEt to WIN POLICE Magazine’s
Well ByEssed Wheeled Officer Contest! rz Ljç~

Sponsored by NUANCE Communications
Heavy documentation calls for better
police reporting technology
Time officers spend on incident reporting is removing them
from other high value-tasks.

Click to view online
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Friday, August 31,2018 POLICE HOW-TO

Proposed California Legislation Would
Limit Who Can Be Charged with

Making Superheroes
Phoenix Crimes Against Children detective Sean Reavie
created the charitable effort Superhero September to
provide toys and apparel as well as other comforts for the
children his detective unit is tasked with protecting.
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Telling the Stories of American Police
Officers’ Courage and Compassion
When the Fort Worth (TX) Police Department proactively
invited their local media to a press conference to show the
dash- and body-worn camera footage of a recent incident in
which two officers rescued a suicidal woman who was
standing precariously atop the safety barrier on a...

San Francisco POA Opposes
Proposed “Safe Injection Sites” for

Impostor at Airport
It was just the third day of operation for a new facial
comparison biometric system now being used by U.S.
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) at Washington Dulles
International Airport when a man presenting a French
passport was discovered to in fact be from Republic of
Congo.

Connecticut Police Detonate “Pressure Cooker” Device
Found Near Elementary School
Officers with the Meriden (CT) Police Department were called to investigate a reported
suspicious package not far from Israel Putnam Elementary School in Meriden Thursday
morning. They discovered what they called a “pressure cooker type device” and
initiated a “shelter-in-place”...

ISCONTACT& ~
COVER DEAD?~::W(

Drug Users
Rick Andreotti, vice president of the San Francisco Police
Officer’s Association, told KRON News that while he’s happy
the city is concerned for people’s well-being, he doesn’t think
this is the right way to stop the drug epidemic.

Customs Agents Use New Facial
Recognition Technology to Nab
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Texas Officer Who Pointed Gun at Kids Cleared of
Wrongdoing
In the July 5 incident Officer Jose Rios was attempting to effect the arrest of two
juveniles when he was surrounded by a number of other juveniles who closed in on him
as they shouted taunts. The incident was captured on cell phone video, which quickly
went viral on social...

DA: Police Not at Fault for Death of Pennsylvania Man
During Search
Berks County District Attorney John Adams has concluded that the death of 51-year-
old Gregory Longenecker as he fled police into a thicket of tall grass was his own fault,
not the fault of the police who were chasing him.
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Police Research and Best Practices Monthly Page 1 of 8

Police How-To’s

Communications
By LDV USA, Nuance Communications Inc., Spiliman
Technologies, A Motorola Solutions Co.
In POLICE Magazinea€TMs Special Report: Mission Critical
Communications, learn about the new role of radios on duty, first
responder networks, advancements in 911 call center
technology, cyber security, getting grant funding for

___________________ communications equipment, and how to work with dispatchers.

Special Report: Keeping Schools Safe
By Knightscope Inc., Omnigo Software, Hardwire LLC, Icom
America Inc., Mutualinlç BlueRidge Armor LLC, AmpliVox Sound
Systems
In POLICE Magazinea€TM5 Special Report: Keeping Schools
Safe, learn about building police-school relationships, how
readers would make schools safer, why you have to go in, crowd
control, tactical medical response, and staging a school shooting
response drill.

How To Respond to an Emotionally Disturbed
Person
By POLICE Magazine
Arm yourself with some basic skills to employ when encountering
disturbed subjects in need of mental health services.

Special Report: Special Report Mission Critical
Mission critical
communications

Download Now

Special Report:
Keeping Schools
Safe

I~ HowTo Respond
to an Emotionally
Disturbed Person

Download Now
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Download Now

Cloud Storage: Why your department should
make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TMS concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!

Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working

___________________ toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB36Q, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Splilman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.

cloud Storage:
Why your
department should
make the switch

I~ Kissimmee Police
Department:
Intelligence-Led
Policing Drives
Progress &
Prosperity

Download Now

Special Report:
Software &
Hardware

Download Now -
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~ Boosting Officer
Safety Solutions
with Mobile Safety

Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.

Special Report:
Civil Unrest

Download Ndw

Special Report: Civil Unrest
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

~ Gain Better
Visibility with
Cloud-Supported
Body Worn
Cameras

Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By SafarHand VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.

5/15/2019

Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine

~
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Download Now
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In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.

Special Report:
Law Enforcement
Software

Download Now2

Special Report:
Body-Worn
Cameras

Download Now

Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
By POLICE Magazine
As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.

How Newport
News PD
Increased
Productivity with
Tablets

Download Now

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
By POLICE Magazine
The FBla€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
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How to Compare is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.

~j 9mmVs.40Caliber

Download Now

Facial Recognition’ Art or Science? Facial Recognition:
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

— l2Things You 12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle~ Need to Know
About Rifle Optics Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Download Now

Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with the Making the Case

FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

Hon Buya Duty How to Buy a Duty Holster

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions — How Skokie PD
— Grew Their

By Spacesaver Storage Solutions

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of
operation.

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

HowTo See
Through Walls
and Into Buildings

Download Now

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.

Howtouse3D
laser technology
to generate
significant savings
for your inter
agency
investigation team

Download Now

How to Handle
Stress On Duty
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HOSPITAL I SCHO~L I uNIVERSITYCampusSafety
July 31, 2018

ACLU Files Lawsuit Against 12 N.J. School Districts
Claiming Immigrant Bias
The lawsuit claims the districts violate state law by requiring parents provide
forms of state-issued ID in order to enroll their children.

Court Delays Release of Parkland School Shooting Security Footage
The Broward School Board tried to block the release of the footage, claiming it would expose weak spots in the
district’s surveillance systems.

Broward County Schools Superintendent Reveals
New Security Upgrades
As students prepare for back to school, Broward County Schools
superintendent provided updates on security improvements, including single
points of entry.
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QUANTUM SECURE’S
SAFE FOR HEALTHCARE

IS NOW
HID SAFETM FOR HEALTKCABE

Click to learn more>>

School Districts Consider Facial Recognition to
Improve Security
One New York school district has begun the installation of 300 facial
recognition cameras on its eight campuses using a state grant.

UW-Whitewater Implements Changes to Prevent
Additional False Alarms
Inadvertent contact with an alert activation button sent out an email indicating
an active threat on the UW4Miitewater campus back in May.

CSHQ: Crisis in the Classroom

WEBCAST

Increasing School Security through Visual Identification
This complimentary webinar will provide you with new ideas to make your school a safer place when students
return after the summer break.

RESOURCE

Video Surveillance: Delivering a Curb-to-Core Line of Defense for School
Security
Download this free guide to learn how the latest video surveillance technology ia helping school districts provide
more secure learning environments and reduce emergency response time.

Campus Safety Conference West This Week, July 30 - Aug. 1!
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j~ CbudStorage: Cloud Storage: Why your department shoulddepartment should
make the switch

Download Now

make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TMs concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switchl

Kissimmee Police
Department:
Intelligence-Led
Policing Drives
Progress &
Prosperity

Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
“Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.

Special Report:
Software &
Hardware

Download Now

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By APB3GO, ScheduleAnywhere, Envisage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spillman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how laptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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Download Now

Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles.

Download Now

Special Report: Civil Unrest
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

Gain Better Visibility with Cloud-Supported
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state-
of-the-art video evidence management.

Gain Better
visibHity with
Cloud-Supported
Body Worn
cameras

Download Now

Boosting Officer
Safety Solutions
with Mobile Safety

Special Report:
Civil Unrest

Download Now
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Special Report:
Law Enforcement
Software

Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.

Download Now

Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
By POLICE Magazine
As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

Special Report:
Body-Worn
Cameras

Download Now

How Newport
News PD
Increased
Productivity with
Tablets

Download Now

How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
with Tablets
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
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By POLICE Magazine How to Compare

The FBIâ€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.

Download Now

Art or Science?
~ Facial Recognition: Facial Recognition’ Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle i2Thhigsyou
Need to Know

Optics [ About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Download Now

Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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Making the case whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with theI~ ~ FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster Howtosuya Duty

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

~HowSko~ePD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
~ Grew Their

Storage Solutions By Spacesaver

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TM5 Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of _________________

operation.

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazine
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L—3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes ‘seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.

How To See
Through Walls
and Into Buildings

Download Now

How to use 3D
laser technology
to generate
significant savings
for your inter
agency
investigation team

How to Handle
Stress On Duty

Download Now

Download Now
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j~ ~oud Storage: Cloud Storage: Why your department shoulddepartment should
make the switch

Download Now

make the switch
By Digital Ally
The cloud is relatively new territory for law enforcement agencies
to store their video data, and ita€TMs concerning for many, but
the cloud has many benefits including security, accessibility and
ease of deployment compared to a local server. See why so
many departments are making the switch!

Kissimmee Police
Department:
Intelligence-Led
Policing Drives
Progress &
Prosperity

Kissimmee Police Department: Intelligence-
Led Policing Drives Progress & Prosperity
By Motorola Solutions
‘Why are we reacting to the dots on the map?” asked Chief Jeff
O’Dell upon entering the Kissimmee Police Department. He then
said, “Let’s try to prevent the dots and look ahead to stop crimes
before they actually happen.” Since then, things have never been
the same. Over the years, the department has been working
toward evolving to an intelligence-led policing model, even while
facing budget constraints.

Special Report:
Software &
Hardware

Download Novi

Special Report: Software & Hardware
By AP8360, ScheduleAnywhere, En visage Technologies, Quetel
Corp., and Spiliman Technologies, a Motorola Solutions Co.
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how hardware and software enhance officer safety, what you
need to know about the cloud, how to handle software
implementation, how Iaptops and tablets compare, and useful
law enforcement apps.
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Download Now

Boosting Officer Safety Solutions with Mobile
Safety
By Fujitsu America, Inc.
Through 20 years of serving first responders, Fujitsu knows you
deserve the best technology to help you serve the public safely
and efficiently. That’s why Fujitsu tablet PCs are user friendly,
designed for one-handed operation under stress, and rugged and L_~
reliable enough to stretch your agency’s budget with long
lifecycles. Download Now

Boosting Officer
Safety Solutions
with Mobile Safety

Special Report: Special Report: Civil Unrest
civil Unrest

By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how response to civil disturbances can incorporate the use of
less-lethal weapons, bicycles, body-worn cameras, and public
order teams.

Download Now

with Cloud-Supported Gain Better
visibility with
Cloud-Supported
Body Worn
Cameras

Gain Better Visibility
Body Worn Cameras
By Safariland VIEVU
Written specifically for police chiefs, sheriffs, and law-
enforcement decision makers, this e-guide looks at the growing
challenge of deploying a body camera solution that protects the
integrity of evidence, your officers, and your department. Learn
how to how to maximize public trust and officer safety with state
of-the-art video evidence management. Download Now
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Special Report:
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Special Report: Law Enforcement Software
By POLICE Magazine
In this special report from POLICE Magazine, you’ll learn about
how to buy software, successful software installation, measuring
your agency’s return on investment, and useful law enforcement
apps.

Download Now

Special Report: Body-Worn Cameras
By POLICE Magazine
As many law enforcement agencies move to obtain and deploy
body-worn cameras, it is important that the administrators of
these agencies develop detailed policies that govern the use of
these devices.

Special Report:
Body-Worn
Cameras

Download Now
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Increased
Productivity with
Tablets

Download Now

How Newport News PD Increased Productivity
with Tablets
By Fufltsu America, Inc.
How Newport News PD Increased Productivity with Tablets
Newport News, Virginia, encompasses only 69 square miles, but
it is home to more than 180,000 people. Recently the Newport
News Police Department decided to upgrade its aging in-car
devices. The agency is now using Fujitsu STYLISTIC tablets to
improve productivity.

How to Compare 9mm Vs .40 Caliber
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By POLICE Magazine How to Compare

The FBIa€TM5 decision to switch back to 9mm pistols and ammo
is based on studies of wound ballistics and shooter performance.

Download Now

Facial Recognition: Facial Recognition: Art or Science?
Art or Science?

By Vigilant Solutions
Generating a list of high-quality leads using facial recognition
technology is now within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn
how facial recognition works, best practices for capturing probe
images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing techniques
that anyone can employ.

Download Now

12 Things You Need to Know About Rifle — 12 Things You
Need to Know

Optics About Rifle Optics

By POLICE Magazine
In order to help you decide what optic best suits your needs,
POLICE Magazine spoke with some experts on the tactical
operation of firearms optics. And the following are 12 things they
said you need to know about these essential accessories.

Download Now

Making the Case for FBI-CJIS Security Policy
By Vigilant Solutions
Is your LPR data secure? It is your responsibility to determine
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Making the Case whether vendors that serve you operate in compliance with theI~ FBI-CJIS Security Policy. Get the answers you need to evaluate
your providers, including Top 10 Questions to Ask by
downloading the whitepaper: Making the Case for FBI-CJIS
Security Policy.

Download Now

How to Buy a Duty Holster Howtosuya Duty

By POLICE Magazine
Carefully consider safety, security, and your body type before
selecting gear to carry your sidearm.

Download Now

How Skokie PD How Skokie PD Grew Their Storage Solutions
Lj Grew TheirStorage Solutions By Spacesaver

How a department’s storage needs kept up with its fast growing
community.

Download Now

How to use 3D laser technology to generate
significant savings for your inter-agency
investigation team
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ByFARO
The Clackamas County, Oregon CRAFT team was challenged
with limiting road-closure time and opening roadways faster. The
inter-agency team with one full-time and 18 on-call
reconstructionists purchased the FARO Focus3D X 330 Laser
Scanner and have successfully reduced roadway closure times
and saved the Clackamas County Sheriffa€TMs Office more than
$28K in overtime hours alone in just under 16 months of __________________

operation.

How to Handle Stress On Duty
By POLICE Magazme
You can take steps to improve your well-being at work before
you reach the breaking point.

How To See Through Walls and Into Buildings
By L-3 CyTerra
Just as infrared (IR) and thermal scopes made seeing in the dark
possible, a relatively new technology, called wall penetrating
radar (WPR) makes “seeing” through walls and into buildings
possible. WPR’s are specifically designed and optimized for their
radar signal to traverse through walls of buildings and other
similar barriers, reflect off objects inside those structures, and
return through the original barrier to the WPR.

E How To See
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How to use 3D
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for your inter
agency
investigation team
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Dear Detective,

Hello, my name is Fran from Suspect Technologies. We developed a highly accurate facial recognition
technology that works for any cameras to make identification of people, easier and faster. In turn, we hope it
will make identification of suspects easier, save resources, save time, and of course reduce crime. We are
currently trying to gather insights to see if this technology works for you, any suggestions or comments, and
if this is something that you think would be helpful for you in investigations and possibly the field. Just to be
clear, I’m not necessarily trying to sell you anything. We are a spin-off from MIT. We are trying to understand
if detectives want this or not and how they are currently using facial recognition and related technologies.
Any feedback is helpful. Are you available to answer some quick questions via email or phone?

Best Regards,
Fran
Suspect Technologies
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Florida Department Extends Test of Amazon’s
Facial Recognition Software

July 9, 2018’ by Staff Writer C/authors/504428/staff) 000 G!!~

Embed from Getty Images Chttp:f/www.gettyimages.com/detail/9o339752)

The Orlando Police Department plans to continue its test of Amazon’s controversial “Rekognition” facial recognition

software, despite opposition (https://www.policemagcom/bloptechnologv/storv/2p1 8/06/balancin~-orivacv-rights-

and-facial-reco~nition-technoloay-for-police.aspx) from civil rights groups such as the ACLU and even company

employees and investors.

Rekognition can identify a person in a crowd matching an image uploaded to the system and track their movements

in realtime. The department had been using a free “proof of concept” trial of the system with seven police officers

who volunteered to participate having images uploaded.

According to the Orlando Sentinel (http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/oranee/osorlandoextends

amazon-test-Wi 80709-storv.html), the department informed Mayor Buddy Dyer and the city council that more

time was needed to make a “thoughtful, precise and comprehensive recommendation” on whether or not the city

should eventually purchase the technology.
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Mississippi Constable Dies of Injuries from Crash (/512860/mississippi-
constable-dies-of-injuries-from-crash)
Willie Houston “Hoot” West, 81, died at North Mississippi Medical Center in Tupelo, three days after his car left the

roadway in a turn on Harrison Road and crashed into a tree.

NEW5 (/NEWS)

Airline Honors Fallen Colorado Officer on Flight to Police Week
(/512855/photo-airline-honors-fallen-colorado...officer...on..flight.to..police.
week)
In honor of Deputy Sheriff Heath McDonald Gumm of the Adams County Sheriff’s Office—who was shot and killed

during a foot pursuit in January 2018—the cabin crew placed Thin Blue Line flags on every passenger seat and re

designated the flight number to Gumm’s call sign.

NEWS (/NEW5)
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Video: Teen Challenges Pennsylvania Officer to Fortnite Dance-Off
(/51 2853/video-teen-challenges-pennsylvania-officer-to-fortnite..danceofjj

officer-to-fo rtn ite-da n ce-off)

(/51 2853/video-teen-challenges-pennsylvania.

A video surfaced on social media of an officer with the Altoona (PA) Police Department engaged in a high-stakes

contest with a local high school student—a “Dance-Off.’

NEWS (/NEwS)

Florida Chief Cites Low Pay for High Employee Turnover (/512852/florida-
chief-sites-low-pay-for-high-employee-turnover)
Chief Diane Hobley-Burney presented a case to the city as to why she feels a bigger investment in the police

department will reverse turnover trends.

NEWS (/NEWS)

California Officer Embraces Missing Autistic Man (/512849/photo-california-
officer-embraces-missing-autistic-man)

5/15/2019
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(/51 2849/photo-california-officer-embraces-

An officer with the Rohnert Park (CA) Police Department is seen in a touching photo giving comfort to an autistic

man who had gone missing late last week.

NEWS (/NEWS)

Florida Department Celebrates K-9’s Retirement (/512847/florida-
department-celebrates-k-9s-retirement)

(/51 2847/florida-department-celebrates-k-9s-

Officers with the Jupiter (FL) Police Department are celebrating the successful career of one of its K-9s.

missing-autistic-man)

retirement)
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NEWS (/NEWS)

Arizona Officer Discovers Dead Woman in Passenger Seat During Traffic Stop
(/51 2846/arizona-officer-discovers-dead-woman-in-passengerseapduring
traffic-stop)
Officer Adam Edmonds stopped Puckett on 1-10 and said he noticed a dead woman propped up in the passenger

seat. The woman—identified as 74-year-old Linda Puckett—had reportedly died at a hotel in Texas.

NEWS (/NEWS)

Florida Agency Uses Grant Funds to Buy Steel-Plate Body Armor for Active-
Shooter Response (/512845/florida-agency-uses-grant-funds-to-buy-steel-
plate-body-armor-for-active-shooter)
A $54,976 grant from the Florida Department of Law Enforcement will go toward purchasing 162 vests.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Annual Police Week Vigil Honors Officers Who Paid the Ultimate Price for
Public Safety (/51 2838/annual-police-week-vigil-honors-officers-who-paid
the-ultimate-price-for-public-safety)
In remarks at the annual Police Week Candlelight Vigil held last night on the National Mall in Washington, DC, U.S.

Attorney General William Barr honored the fallen, saying the American people need to know that “public safety is

bought at a price.”

NEWS (/NEwS)

Texas Officer Fatally Shoots Woman After She Grabs His TASER
(/51 2834/texas-officer-fatally-shoots-woman-after-she-grabs-his-taser)
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(/51 2834/texas-officer-fatally-shoots-woman-

Video of the incident was recorded by a witness and posted on social media. In the video, the woman can be heard

shouting “I’m pregnant’ before she was shot but a family member said that claim wasn’t true and the woman had

mental health issues.
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UK Police Testing Facial Recognition Software
on Holiday Shoppers

December 19,2018 by Staff Writer C/authors/504428/staff) 000c3
Embed from Getty Images (http://www.gettyimages.com/deta 11/905553688)

Police in London are testing facial recognition Software on Christmas shoppers, hoping the technology will
detect known and wanted criminals in the crowds.

According to The Verge (https://www.theverge.com/2o1 8/12/18/181 46083/facial-recognition-police-london-

uk-met-christmas-shopping—a website that reports on cutting edge technology—this week’s experiment is

the seventh time the Metropolitan Police Department has tested facial recognition in public. The technology

has previously been used at large events, including the Notting Hill Carnival in 2016 and 2017, and

Remembrance Day services last year.

The Verge reports that the cameras will be attached to lampposts or mounted on vehicles. The

department is using software developed by Japanese firm NEC that measures different facial features such as

the distance between the eyes and the length and angle of the nose. The scan is then compared to a

database of police mugshots.

Critics of the technology have said that it is not yet advanced enough to be trusted for accuracy, noting that

“false positives’ can result from a variety of factors such as poor lighting.
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Once the officers vehicle is parked behind the motorist’s car, Gosetween rolls up to the drivers side window
of the motorist, where it becomes the officers eyes, ears and mouth. A spike strip automatically placed in

front of the cars rear wheels keeps the motorist from driving away until the traffic stop is completed.

NEW5 (/NEws)

Knightscope Adds Facial Recognition to Ki Security Robots
(/51241 6/knightscope-adds-facial-recognition-to-k1-security-robots)
“Prospective clients were able to upload a photo into the Knightscope Security Operations Center (KSOC) and

then watch the K1 detect and report them as they moved about the booth. One creative individual even

attempted to elude ‘capture’ by donning a pair of dark sunglasses to no avail,” the company says.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Gamber-Johnson Wins WI Governor’s Export Achievement Award
(/51 2377/gamber-johnson-wins-wi-governors-export-achievement..
award)

Camber-johnson has been named the recipient of the 2019 Governors Export Achievement Award by the

Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) for its contribution to Wisconsin’s exporting strength.
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San Francisco Could Ban Use of Facial Recognition by Law Enforcement
(/5121 78/san-francisco-could-ban-use-of4acial-recognition..bylaw
enforcement)
The proposal, introduced by San Francisco Supervisor Aaron Peskin, would also require public input and the
supervisors’ approval before agencies buy investigative technology with public funds. That includes the
purchase of license plate readers, toll readers, closed-circuit cameras, body cams, and biometrics technology
and software for forecasting criminal activity.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Project Lifesaver International Receives Prestigious International
Humanitarian Award (/511812/project-lifesaver-international-receives-
prestigious-international-humanitarian-award)

(/51181 2/project-lifesaver.international-

receives-prestigious- international-humanitarian-award)

Project Lifesaver International (PLI) has been awarded the Humanitarian Xcellence Award by the Association
for Unmanned Vehicles Systems International for its use of Djl drones to locate missing persons.
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Transcend Tactical Introduces Mobile Gas Deployment System for Robots
(/511 756/transcend-tactical-introduces-mobile-gas-deploymentsystem..
for-robots)

(/511756/transcend-tactical-introduces-

Transcend Tactical has launched a gas deployment system that can be added to its Vantage robot to deploy

two hot or cold gas grenades remotely and with mobility.

SPONSORED BY MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS

The Role of Data Analytics in Intelligence-Led Policing (/511412/the-role-
of-data-analytics-in-intelligence-led-policing)
An agency’s data is only as good as what it allows them to do next. Public safety agencies can increase

situational awareness and decrease crime in the community by utilizing data analytics to the fullest extent.

NEWS (/NEW5)

NYPD Testing Virtual Reality-Based Training (/511 543/nypd-testing-
virtual-reality-based-training)

mobile-gas-deployment-system-forrobots)
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(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reahty-

based-training)
The NYPD is testing a virtual reality scenario-based training system. About 200 officers participated in the
training program, which was conducted earlier this month at a state-of-the-art facility in Williamsburg,

Brooklyn.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Axon Develops Tool for Measuring Officer Performance and Identifying
Training Needs Through Body Camera Footage (/511538/axon-develops-
tool-for-measuring-officer-performance-and-identifying-training-ne)
Axon has announced the launch of Axon Performance, a data analytics tool that helps to streamline the
policy review process for law enforcement agencies. Axon Performance allows supervisors to more efficiently
review video footage, perform agencywide officer performance evaluations, identit’ training needs and save
officers time so they can spend more time in their communities.

NEWS (JNEws)

Axon Launches First Advanced Al-Powered Redaction Tool
(/51 1537/axon-launches-first-advanced-ai-powered-redaction-tool)
Axon has announced the launch of Redaction Assistant, the first advanced artificial intelligence (Al) powered
tool to be offered to law enforcement agencies and prosecutors through the Axon network. Redaction

Assistant is a productivity tool built to increase efficiency for agencies who currently spend up to eight hours

manually redacting each hour of body camera video footage.
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Lawmaker Asks DOJ to Probe Police Use of Facial
Recognition Technology

August 20, 2018 by Staff Writer (/authors/504428/staff) 000 tEZ
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Representative Emanuel Cleaver (D-Mo.) has asked the Department ofJustice to examine how law enforcement

agencies use facial recognition software, saying that he fears the technology has the potential to “exacerbate and

entrench” racial divisions in policing practice due to differing performance in matching people from different

demographics, according to 8iometricUpdate (https://www.biometricupdate.com/2o1 808/u-s-house-rep-calls-on-

doj-to-investieate-law-enforcement-use-of4acialreco~nition)

In a letter (https://www.scribd.com/document/38636pgg4/FrtDojLetter~ to acting Assistant Attorney General John

Gore — who leads Dci’s Civil Rights Division — Cleaver said that “if not appropriately implemented, use of the

technology may threaten the life and liberty of Americans with crushing force.”

Cleaver wrote further that there is “a growing body of evidence” that suggests facial recognition may “have the

potential to exacerbate and entrench existing policing disparities along racial lines.”

Cleaver’s letter also took aim at Amazon — makers of facial recognition software, known as Rekognition, which is in

use by some police agencies — saying that it was recently reported that the technology is “less accurate for African

American subjects” and that Cleaver is “extremely concerned that facial recognition technologies will

disproportionately burden African American communities.”

According to The Hill (http://thehill.com/policv/technologv/4p21 47-dem-reguests-doj-probe-on-law-enforcement

use-of-facial-recognition), Congressional Black Caucus Chairman Cedric Richmond (D-La.) sent a letter to Amazon in

May, voicing concern about potential misuse of the technology.
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Once the officer’s vehicle is parked behind the motorist’s car, GoBetween rolls up to the driver’s side window of the

motorist where it becomes the officer’s eyes, ears and mouth. A spike strip automatically placed in front of the car’s
rear wheels keeps the motorist from driving away until the traffic stop is completed.

NEW5 (/NEWS)

Knightscope Adds Facial Recognition to Ki Security Robots
(/51 2416/knightscope-adds-facial-recognition-to-kl -security-robots)
“Prospective clients were able to upload a photo into the Knightscope Security Operations Center (KSOC) and then

watch the Xl detect and report them as they moved about the booth. One creative individual even attempted to

elude ‘capture’ by donning a pair of dark sunglasses to no avail,” the company says.

NEW5 (/NEWS)

Gamber-Johnson Wins WI Governor’s Export Achievement Award
(/51 2377/gamber-johnson-wins-wi-governors-export-achievement-award)
Gamber-johnson has been named the recipient of the 2019 Governor’s Export Achievement Award by the

Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) for its contribution to Wisconsin’s exporting strength.
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San Francisco Could Ban Use of Facial Recognition by Law Enforcement
(/5121 78/san-francisco-could-ban-use-of-facial-recognition-by-law-
enforcement)
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The proposal, introduced by San Francisco Supervisor Aaron Peskin, would also require public input and the

supervisors’ approval before agencies buy investigative technology with public funds. That includes the purchase of

license plate readers, toll readers, closed-circuit cameras, body cams, and biometrics technology and software for

forecasting criminal activity.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Project Lifesaver International Receives Prestigious International
Humanitarian Award (/5ll812/project-lifesaver-international-receives-
prestigious-international-humanitarian-award)

(/511812/project-lifesaver-international.

receives-prestigious-international-humanitarian~award)
Project Lifesaver International (PLI) has been awarded the Humanitarian Xcellence Award by the Association for

Unmanned Vehicles Systems International for its use of Djl drones to locate missing persons.
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Transcend Tactical Introduces Mobile Gas Deployment System for Robots
(/511 756/transcend-tactical-introduces-mobile-gas-deployment-system.Jor
robots)
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(/511 756/transcend-tactical-introduces-mobile.

gas-deployment-system-for-robots)

Transcend Tactical has launched a gas deployment system that can be added to its Vantage robot to deploy two hot
or cold gas grenades remotely and with mobility.

SPONSORED BY MOTOROLASOLUTION5

The Role of Data Analytics in Intelligence-Led Policing (/51141 2/the-role-of-
data-analytics-in-intelligence-led-policing)
An agenc~s data is only as good as what it allows them to do next. Public safety agencies can increase situational
awareness and decrease crime in the community by utilizing data analytics to the fullest extent.

NEWS (/NEWS)

NYPD Testing Virtual Reality-Based Training (/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-
reality-based-training)

(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reality-based-

training)

The NYPD is testing a virtual reality scenario-based training system. About 200 officers participated in the training
program, which was conducted earlier this month at a state-of-the-art facility in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
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Axon Develops Tool for Measuring Officer Performance and Identifying
Training Needs Through Body Camera Footage (/511538/axon-develops-tool-
for-measuring-officer-performance-and-identifying-trainjngne)
Axon has announced the launch of Axon Performance, a data analytics tool that helps to streamline the policy

review process for law enforcement agencies. Axon Performance allows supervisors to more efficiently review video

footage, perform agencywide officer performance evaluations, identify training needs and save officers time so they

can spend more time in their communities.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Axon Launches First Advanced Al-Powered Redaction Tool (/511537/axon-
launches-first-advanced-ai-powerecl-redaction-tool)
Axon has announced the launch of Redaction Assistant, the first advanced artificial intelligence (Al) powered tool to

be offered to law enforcement agencies and prosecutors through the Axon network. Redaction Assistant is a

productivity tool built to increase efficiency for agencies who currently spend up to eight hours manually redacting

each hour of body camera video footage.
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What if you could install one product on a patrol car that provided capability for
automatic license plate recognition, facial recognition, and speed and parking
violation detection? Billed as the first and only smart patrol in the world, Ekin’s
Patrol G2 is designed to do just that, in the form of a fully functioning lightbar.

According to Orkunt Yozgat, director of business development and marketing for
Ekin, this mobile product is capable of keeping cities around the world safe. “The
benefits of Patrol G2 come from its versatility and integrated software,” says

Yozgat. This “plug-and-play product” can be easily mounted to virtually any
emergency vehicle and works autonomously without the need for additional
hardware. And Patrol G2’s connection to a centrally managed system via the
proprietary Red Eagle OS allows officers to view and compare surveillance data
from all around the city to better respond to and investigate incidents.

The second generation of the original Ekin Patrol, Ekin Patrol G2 has been
completely redesigned with new technology that can detect vehicle speed across
five lanes of traffic and read license plates between closely parked vehicles to
better enable parking enforcement.

All aspects of Patrol G2 are designed to work together, taking advantage of
their integration. The lightbar unit incorporates cameras on all four sides to

provide a 360-degree view of the area being patrolled, In concert with the Red
Eagle OS, this allows Patrol G2 to constantly scan the area for the license plates
of wanted vehicles as well as the faces of suspects in a crowd using Ekin’s
proprietary facial recognition software.
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“Equipped with Ekin Face, Patrol G2 captures all faces within its field of view and
compares them with a police department’s database of wanted suspects,” Yozgat
says. “With face analysis, Ekin Face clearly lists possible time ranges, images, and

videos where specified individuals might appear, making it simple to comb

through hours of video surveillance,”

Ekin Red Eagle OS allows Patrol G2 units to act as part of centrally managed Ekin
systems and communicate with other city surveillance systems to facilitate law
enforcement response.

“When a wanted car or person is located, Red Eagle alerts the officer by sending
a notification to their smart device,” Yozgat explains. “Ekin Red Eagle (OS) also
makes central management and communication between all systems

streamlined and simple, so it is easy for law enforcement agencies to compare

surveillance footage from all devices across a city.”

~vrr

~

I

Ekin’s Patrol 62 connects to other city systems via the Red Eagle 0550 officers can view all video

citywide. Photo: Ekin
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Ekin provides all its customers with training in how to use Patrol G2 and the

system it integrates with. The first training is in person and follow up trainings, if

needed, are done via the web. If further assistance is needed, Yozgat says Ekin

support specialists can always assist customers with whatever they require.

“Ekin’s mission is to enable law enforcement to more efficiently and effectively

protect the public by providing them with state-of-the-art software and hardware

that makes their job easier,” says Yozgat. “With Patrol G2, police departments

have an extra set of eyes patrolling the streets, and it’s easy for law enforcement

to centrally manage and decipher the data and videos gathered by Ekin’s line of

products.”
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Once the officer’s vehicle is parked behind the motorist’s car, GoBetween rolls up
to the driver’s side window of the motorist, where it becomes the officer’s eyes,
ears and mouth. A spike strip automatically placed in front of the car’s rear

wheels keeps the motorist from driving away until the traffic stop is completed.
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Knightscope Adds Facial Recognition to Ki Security
Robots (/512416/knightscope-adds-facial-recognition-
to-ki -security-robots)
“Prospective clients were able to upload a photo into the Knightscope Security
Operations Center (KSOC) and then watch the K] detect and report them as they

moved about the booth. One creative individual even attempted to elude
‘capture’ by donning a pair of dark sunglasses to no avail,” the company says.
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Gamber-Johnson Wins WI Governor’s Export
Achievement Award (/512377/gamber-johnson-wins-
wi-governors-export-achievement-award)
Gamber-johnson has been named the recipient of the 2019 Governor’s Export
Achievement Award by the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation
(WEDC) for its contribution to Wisconsin’s exporting strength.
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San Francisco Could Ban Use of Facial Recognition by
Law Enforcement (/512178/san-francisco-could-ban-
use-of-facial-recognition-by-law-enforcement)
The proposal, introduced by San Francisco Supervisor Aaron Peskin, would also

require public input and the supervisors’ approval before agencies buy
investigative technology with public funds. That includes the purchase of license
plate readers, toll readers, closed-circuit cameras, body cams, and biometrics
technology and software for forecasting criminal activity.
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Project Lifesaver International Receives Prestigious
International Humanitarian Award (/511812/project-
lifesaver-international-receives-prestigious-
international-humanitarian-award)
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Project Lifesaver International (PLI) has been awarded the Humanitarian

Xcellence Award by the Association for Unmanned Vehicles Systems
International for its use of Dii drones to locate missing persons.
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introduces-mobile-gas-deployment-system-for
robots)
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Transcend Tactical has launched a gas deployment system that can be added to
its Vantage robot to deploy two hot or cold gas grenades remotely and with
mobility.

SPONSORED BY MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS

The Role of Data Analytics in Intelligence-Led Policing
(/51 1412/the-role-of-data-analytics-in-intelligence-
led-policing)
An agency’s data is only as good as what it allows them to do next. Public safety
agencies can increase situational awareness and decrease crime in the
community by utilizing data analytics to the fullest extent.
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NYPD Testing Virtual Reality-Based Training
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(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reality-based-trainjng)

The NYPD is testing a virtual reality scenario-based training system. About 200
officers participated in the training program, which was conducted earlier this

month at a state-of-the-art facility in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.
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Axon has announced the launch of Axon Performance, a data analytics tool that
helps to streamline the policy review process for law enforcement agencies.
Axon Performance allows supervisors to more efficiently review video footage,

perform agencywide officer performance evaluations, identify training needs and
save officers time so they can spend more time in their communities.

NEWS (INEWS)

Axon Launches First Advanced Al-Powered Redaction
Tool (/511537/axon-launches-first-advanced-aj-
powered-redaction-tool)
Axon has announced the launch of Redaction Assistant the first advanced

artificial intelligence (Al) powered tool to be offered to law enforcement agencies
and prosecutors through the Axon network, Redaction Assistant is a productivity
tool built to increase efficiency for agencies who currently spend up to eight
hours manually redacting each hour of body camera video footage.
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Amazon Employees Join ACLU, Investors in Protest of
Amazon’s Sale of Tech to Police

June 22, 2018’ by Staff Writer (/authors/504428/staff) 000 ~L73
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In a letter posted to an internal company Wiki page and later obtained by The Hill
(http://th ehill.com/business-a-lobbyin ~/393583-amazon-em plovees-protest-sa le-of
facial-recoenition-tech-to-law), a group of Amazon employees have asked company
executives to discontinue its sale of the company’s Rekognition facial recognition
software to law enforcement agencies~ They also asked the company to stop
providing services to a company called Palantir — a data analytics concern that
provides “mission critical software” to Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
in support of their detention and deportation efforts.

“We refuse to build the platform that powers ICE, and we refuse to contribute to
tools that violate human rights. As ethically concerned Amazonians, we demand a
choice in what we build, and a say in how it is used,” the document said.

The letter, addressed directly to Amazon CEO Jeff Besos, said. “Along with much
of the world we watched in horror recently as U.S. authorities tore children away
from their parents ... we are deeply concerned that Amazon is implicated, providing
infrastructure and services that enable ICE and OHS.”
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Once the officer’s vehicle is parked behind the motorist’s car, GoBetween rolls up to
the driver’s side window of the motorist, where it becomes the officer’s eyes, ears
and mouth. A spike Strip automatically placed in front of the car’s rear wheels keeps
the motorist from driving away until the traffic stop is completed.
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Knightscope Adds Facial Recognition to Ki Security
Robots (/512416/knightscope-adds-facial-recognition-to-
ki -security-robots)
“Prospective clients were able to upload a photo into the Knightscope Security
Operations Center (KSOC) and then watch the Ki detect and report them as they
moved about the booth. One creative individual even attempted to elude ‘capture’
by donning a pair of dark sunglasses to no avail,” the company says.
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Defensive Tactics
NEWS (/NEWS)

Gamber-Johnson Wins WI Governor’s Export
Achievement Award (/51 2377/gamber-johnson-wins-wi-
governors-export-achievement-award)
Gamber-johnson has been named the recipient of the 2019 Governors Export
Achievement Award by the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC)
for its contribution to Wisconsin’s exporting strength.

NEWS (/NEWS)

San Francisco Could Ban Use of Facial Recognition by
Law Enforcement (/512178/san-francisco-could-ban-use-
of-facial-recognition-by-law-enforcement)
The proposal, introduced by San Francisco Supervisor Aaron Peskin, would also
require public input and the supervisors’ approval before agencies buy investigative
technology with public funds. That includes the purchase of license plate readers,
toll readers, closed-circuit cameras, body cams, and biometrics technology and
software for forecasting criminal activity.
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(/511 sI2/project-lifesaver-international~receives~prest~gious.internationalhumanitariaflaward)

Project Lifesaver International (PU) has been awarded the Humanitarian Xcellence
Award by the Association for Unmanned Vehicles Systems International for its use of
Djl drones to locate missing persons.

NEWS C/NEWS)

Transcend Tactical Introduces Mobile Gas Deployment
System for Robots (/511756/transcend-tactical-
introduces-mobile-gas-deployment-system-for-robots)

(/511 ?SG/transcend-tacticaI-lntroduces.mobiIe-gas-depIoyment.systemjorrobot~s)

Transcend Tactical has launched a gas deployment system that can be added to its
Vantage robot to deploy two hot or cold gas grenades remotely and with mobility.
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An agency’s data is only as good as what it allows them to do next. Public safety
agencies can increase situational awareness and decrease crime in the community
by utilizing data analytics to the fullest extent.

NEWS (/NEW5)

NYPD Testing Virtual Reality-Based Training
(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reality-based-training)

(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reality-based-training)

The NYPD is testing a virtual reality scenario-based training system. About 200
officers participated in the training program, which was conducted earlier this
month at a state-of-the-art facility in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Axon Develops Tool for Measuring Officer Performance
and Identifying Training Needs Through Body Camera
Footage (/511538/axon-develops-tool-for-measuring-
officer-performance-and-identifying-training-ne)
Axon has announced the launch of Axon Performance, a data analytics tool that
helps to streamline the policy review process for law enforcement agencies. Axon
Performance allows superMsors to more efficiently review video footage, perform
agencywide officer performance evaluations, identify training needs and save
officers time so they can spend more time in their communities.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Axon Launches First Advanced Al-Powered Redaction
Tool (/51 1537/axon-launches-first-advanced-ai-
powered-redaction-tool)
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Axon has announced the launch of Redaction Assistant, the first advanced artificial

intelligence (Al) powered tool to be offered to law enforcement agencies and

prosecutors through the Axon network. Redaction Assistant is a productivity tool

built to increase efficiency for agencies who currently spend up to eight hours

manually redacting each hour of body camera video footage.
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Balancing Privacy Rights and Facial Recognition Technology
for Police

Technology-June 21, 2018 ‘by Doug Wyllie (/authorsf338O54fdoug-t~yllie) 000cz

Embed from Getty Images (http:/f~w.gettyimages.com/detaiI/69667g7g4)

Some technology Companies have been famously resistant to helping law enforcement (see
Apple vs. FBI (https:f/~.policemag.com/channel/terhno(o~/news/~p~ 8/06/15/apple-

closes-securitv-loophole-frustratinE-oolice-investigatinns.aspx)) On the other hand, many
technology companies have aggressively sought to provide police with cutting-edge
technology that helps solve crimes and protect citizens.

One such company is Amazon. Jeff Bezos’ retail giant that is more than Just a retail giant,
Amazon is also a technology service provider, delivering everything from web hosting to
facial recognition software.

It is that latter offering that has the company under pressure from two seemingly disparate
groups: the ACLU and the company’s shareholders.

Recently, the ACLU teamed up with about a dozen and a half major Silicon Valley investors
to petition Amazon to drop its Rekognition facial recognition system and “exit the
surveillance business,” according to Engadget,com

Chttps://~~.enRadget.rnm/201 8/06/i Rlamazon-pressured.tn.stnp-selline.face.

Amazon first began marketing Rekognition to law enforcement agencies back in 2016. The
system — which Amazon says can “detect analyze, and compare faces for a wide variety of

user verification, people counting, and public safety use cases” — is in use in Florida and
Oregon, with agencies from California and Arizona considering becoming customers.

The ACLU is primarily motivated by privacy concerns, especially with regard to individuals
attending political protest rallies and other large-scale public gatherings (read: riots),
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The shareholders are more interested in the potential for stock prices suffering from
negative publicity around police use of the technology to electronically locate people.

Strange bedfellows, but okay, so be it.

“Amazon’s product, Rekognition, has the power to identify people in realtime, in photos of
large groups of people, and in crowded events and public places,” the ACLU said in a
statement (https://actJonacluorE/Defition/amazonstoDselling.suweillance7
ms affrNAT&initms affrNAT&ms=1 80522 privacvandtechnolo~v amazonsurvpillanceg,initms=1 80522 privacvandtechnologv amazonsurvel

accompanying its petition. “At a time when we’re joining public protests at unprecedented
levels, and discriminatory policing continues to terrorize communities of color, handing this

surveillance technology over to the government threatens our civil rights and liberties.”

In a seDarate statement (httDs;//w½w.aclu.org/bJo~/privarv~technolo~/surveillpnce
technologies/over-i 50000-p000le-tell.anlazon-stop-selling.facipl). the ACLU said, “Amazon’s

size and power — and its nearly ubiquitous Amazon Web Services cloud system — make it
easy for the company to offer its face surveillance software as a service for very little
money, lowering the bar for even small-town police departments to track people going
about their daily lives. App developers can also build easy-to-use face surveillance software
for police using Rekognition.”

For its part, Amazon says (https://aws.amazon,com/rekpgnitipnn that their facial
recognition services allow law enforcement to easily integrate powerful image and video
analysis into their investigative process.

In addition to uncovering illegal activities and locating fugitives, facial recognition software
has the potential to find missing persons and identify “John Doe” decedents,

There is too much upside to in facial recognition technology for law enforcement for it to be
ignored.

Here’s the problem. Facial recognition software, artificial intelligence (Al), machine learning,
and other emerging technologies are the toothpaste that cannot be put back in the tube —

the bell which cannot be un-rung.

Let’s say that Amazon’s investors successfully pressure the company to stop selling
Rekognition to police. Within days, another provider will step in and grab the money that
Amazon leaves on the table.

Nature hates a vacuum. A marketplace vacated by Amazon will draw the immediate
attention of companies like SenseTime, D-ID, Cognitec, or countless others.

The solution is not to seek the elimination of new technology. The solution is to figure out
reasonable and rational policies and procedures that strike a balance between public safety
and personal privacy.

This is no easy feat but it is not impossible.

Disruptive technologies present challenges for everyone — police administrators included.
But such technologies also carry significant benefits not only for police, but for the citizens
they are sworn to protect.
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Sensible solutions to problems presented by everything from DNA to drones are
achievable, as long as stakeholders with differing opinions and objectives are able to come
together in conversation.

les time to figure out how law enforcement can best leverage facial recognition technology
while also ensuring the privacy rights of innocent, law-abiding Americans.
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In two days, the Los Angeles Rams will square off in Atlanta against the New England
Patriots in Super Bowl LIII. Verizon has worked for two years to ensure that
communications capabilities for the millions of people in that city—as well as the myriad
public safety entities standing watch over the event—remain available at all times.
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ILP’s core philosophy: humanizing police, as well as the citizens they protect, is the most
effective form of crime prevention.

BLOC POST (/BL0G5fIEcHNOL0GY)

The Future of Law Enforcement Communications
(/374558/the-future-of-law-enforcement-communications)
As a technologist it’s my opinion that agencies will soon be able to receive much more
tactical/situational information from all active incidents, including verbal transmissions,
without ever touching a communications device.
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Vievu Body Cameras on Patrol with Major Agencies
(/374541 /vievu-body-cameras-on-patrol-with-major
agencies)

Oakland PD was an early advocate of Vievu body camera technology and has been using
the company’s products since 2010. The department currently has 775 cameras; most of
them the Vievu LB model. Now the department is moving to upgrade all of its officers’

cameras to the latest Vievu model, the LES.
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lDenti~ optimizes workfiows for investigative teams. Teams can seamlessly manage and

track case evidence associated with an investigation from one centralized location and

apply status labels related to such evidence such as active, closed, or archived. Notes and
case details such as case ID, department, officer ID, case description, location, and time, can
be added to the case in lDenti~,.
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Testing Body Cameras for Image Fidelity (/374540/testing-
body-cameras-for-image-fidelity)

(/374540/testing-

body-cameras-for-image-nd elity)
The traditional gelatin-silver image reproduction film process was a very stable imaging
platform with reliable, repeatable characteristics; lighting was also more consistent. In
digital photography, we have to contend with many more variables and different elements
involved in producing the final image.
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How First-Responder Communications are Evolving
(/374525/how-first-responder-communications-are-evolving)
The emergence of simultaneous LMR and LTE capabilities, along with Pit apps on
smartphones, tablets and WiN-only devices, opens up a world of potential new products
such as more robust phones for industrial use, dual- or triple-band radios with LTE phones
built inside, possibly even with a USS port on the side for uploading data.
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How Technology is Changing Law Enforcement
(/374516/how-technology-is-changing-law-enforcement)
Every second of video that an officer’s camera records can be taken into evidence, providing
a first-hand account of what took place during any interaction with a subject. The cameras
provide the officer’s perspective on the incident unfettered by testimony and witness
reports. Beyond that, departments can use the footage to train and practice crisis
scenarios, reviewing successful arrests and discovering areas for improvement. Community
members and law enforcement officers alike can benefit fro
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(/374495/Ibm-

introduces-cloud-verslon-of-copllnk)
IBM 12 Coplink uses sophisticated analytics and ‘fuzzy searches to allow investigators to
discover hidden relationships and patterns that can be used to solve crimes. Geospatial
mapping features in the software can quickly create maps, highlighting types of incidents

such as arson, burglaries, or prowling by specific dates or times of day, and location.
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Cellular convergence and the importance of end-user application guided the development
of nearly half of Pryme’s new product introductions for 2015.
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Bait Devices Help Law Enforcement Crack Down on
Cellphone, Tablet Theft (/374487/bait-devices-help-law-

(13744B7/bait-

devices-help-law-enforcement-crack-d own-on-cellphone-tablet-theft)
Through its bait program using Assisted Patrol-equipped devices, Dayton arrested and

convicted four individuals who had been arrested for a total of 45 felonies and theft from

automobiles in the downtown precinct decreased by 80%for over one year. These results
were achieved without stakeouts and with no overtime expenses.
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on-body-video-cameras-holding-up)
There are many choices in on-body video cameras for officers.
things to keep in mind when looking for those systems.

The Constantly Evolving Technological Needs in Community-
Police Relations (/374478/the-constantly-evolving-
technological-needs-in-community-police..relations)
Pulling data from law enforcement records can be difficult, which is why an analytics
software platform could be key to promoting relationships with the community. With a

map-based tool, agencies can analyze their crime and calls-for-service data to create
geographical profiles to see where crimes are being committed and reported. With these

profiles, agencies can better see where officers need to be more visible and to interact with
the community as a crime prevention tactic.
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There’s a chat-bot out there that knows what dialog to use to elicit the right information
from the predator to get an identification and conviction. So maybe in the not too distant
future, cyber detectives will not have to make their own undercover profiles and spend
hours chatting with sexual predators.

OLOG PO5T (/BL0G5ITEcHN0L0GY)

Digital Forensics: What’s to Come? (/374409/digital-forensics-
whats-to-come)

Mobile devices have opened Pandora’s Box, making digital forensics a much more volatile
technology as cyber criminals find new avenues to carry out attacks. And law enforcement
needs to keep up.
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Amazon Employees Join ACLU, Investors in Protest of
Amazon’s Sale of Tech to Police

June 22,2018~ by Staff Writer (/authors/504428/stafo 000t13

Embed from Getty Images (http:Ilwww.gettyirnages.com/detail/952505500)

In a letter posted to an internal company Wiki page and later obtained by The Hill
(http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbvin~/393583-amazon-employeesprotestsale.of
facial-recognition-tech-to-lawt a group of Amazon employees have asked company
executives to discontinue its sale of the company’s Rekognition facial recognition
software to law enforcement agencies. They also asked the company to stop
providing services to a company called Palantir — a data analytics concern that
provides “mission critical software” to Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
in support of their detention and deportation efforts,

“We refuse to build the platform that powers ICE, and we refuse to contribute to
tools that violate human rights. As ethically concerned Amazonians, we demand a
choice in whatwe build, and a say in how it is used,” the document said.

The letter, addressed directly to Amazon CEOJeff Besos, said. “Along with much
of the world we watched in horror recently as U.S. authorities tore children away
from their parents ... we are deeply concerned that Amazon is implicated, providing
infrastructure and services that enable ICE and DHS.”
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The employees’ action follows closely on the heels of another effort by the ACLU and
a group of comoany investors
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Video: Could a Robot Make Traffic Stops Safer?
(/512502/video-could-a-robot-make-traffic-stops-safer)

(/512502/video-could-a-robot-make-traffic.stops-safer)

Once the officers vehicle is parked behind the motorist’s car, GoBetween rolls up to
the driver’s side window of the motorist, where it becomes the officer’s eyes, ears
and mouth. A spike strip automatically placed in front of the car’s rear wheels keeps
the motorist from driving away until the traffic stop is completed.
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Amazon Employees Join ACLU, Investors in Protest of Amazon’s Sale of Tech to Police .,, Page 3 of 7

Knightscope Adds Facial Recognition to Ki Security
Robots (/512416/knightscope-adds-facial-recognition-to-
ki -security-robots)
“Prospective cflents were able to upload a photo into the Knightscope Security
Operations Center (KSOC) and then watch the (1 detect and report them as they
moved about the booth. One creative individual even attempted to elude ‘capture’
by donning a pair of dark sunglasses to no avail,” the company says.
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Defensive Tactics
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Gamber-Johnson Wins WI Governor’s Export
Achievement Award (/512377/gamber-johnson-wins-wi-
governors-export-achievement-award)
Gamber-johnson has been named the recipient of the 2019 Governors Export
Achievement Award by the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC)
for its contribution to Wisconsin’s exporting strength.

NEWS (/NEWS)

San Francisco Could Ban Use of Facial Recognition by
Law Enforcement (/512178/san-francisco-could-ban-use-
of-facial-recognition-by-law-enforcement)
The proposal, introduced by San Francisco Supervisor Aaron Peskin, would also
require public input and the supervisors’ approval before agencies buy investigative
technology with public funds, That includes the purchase of license plate readers,
toll readers, closed-circuit cameras, body cams, and biometrics technology and
software for forecasting criminal activity.
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Project Lifesaver International Receives Prestigious
International Humanitarian Award (/511812/project-
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(/51181 z/project-lifesaver.international.receives.prestigious.interflationalhumanitarian.award,

Project Lifesaver International (PLI) has been awarded the Humanitarian Xcellence
Award by the Association for Unmanned Vehicles Systems International for its use of
Djl drones to locate missing persons.

NEWS (/NEws)

Transcend Tactical Introduces Mobile Gas Deployment
System for Robots (/511756/transcend-tactical-
introduces-mobile-gas-deployment-system-for-robots)

(/51 l7SG/transcend-tacticaI.introduces.mobiIe-gas.depIoyment_sy5temforrobot~)

Transcend Tactical has launched a gas deployment system that can be added to its
Vantage robot to deploy two hot or cold gas grenades remotely and with mobility.
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An agency1s data is only as good as what it allows them to do next. Public safety
agencies can ncrease situational awareness and decrease crime in the community
by utilizing data analytics to the fullest extent

NEWS C/NEWS)

NYPD Testing Virtual Reality-Based Training
(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reality-based-training)

(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reality-based-training)

The NVPD is testing a virtual reality scenario-based training System. About 200
officers participated in the training program, which was conducted earlier this
month at a State-of-the-art facility in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.

NEWS C/NEWS)

Axon Develops Tool for Measuring Officer Performance
and Identifying Training Needs Through Body Camera
Footage (/511538/axon-develops-tool-for-measuring-
officer-performance-and-identifying-training-ne)
Axon has announced the launch of Axon Performance, a data analytics tool that
helps to streamline the policy review process for law enforcement agencies. Axon
Performance allows supervisors to more efficiently review video footage, perform
agencywide officer performance evaluations, identify training needs and save
officers time so they can spend more time in their communities.

NEWS (/NEWS)

Axon Launches First Advanced Al-Powered Redaction
Tool (/51 1537/axon-Iaunches-first-advanced-ai-
powered-redaction-tool)
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Axon has announced the launch of Redaction Assistant, the first advanced artificial

intelligence (Al) powered tool to be offered to law enforcement agencies and

prosecutors through the Axon network. Redaction Assistant is a productivity tool

built to increase efficiency for agencies who currently spend up to eight hours

manually redacting each hour of body camera video footage.
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ACLU Demands Amazon Stop Providing Facial
Recognition Tool to Law Enforcement

May 23, 2018’ by Staff Writer (/authors/504428/staff) 000~

Two years ago, Amazon built a facial and image recognition product that allows
customers to cheaply and quickly search a database of images and look for

matches. One of the groups it targeted as potential users of this service was law
enforcement.

At least two signed on: the Washington County Sheriffs Office outside of
Portland, Ore., and the Orlando Police Department in Florida.

Now the ACLU and civil rights groups are demanding that Amazon stop selling the
software tool, called Rekognition, to police and other government entities
because they fear it could be used to unfairly target protesters, immigrants and

any person just going about their daily business.

The two law enforcement groups that appear to so far be using the service

say they are not engaging in anything that far-reaching, USA Today

(https;//www.usatoday,com/storv/tech/2p1 8/05/22/aclu-wants-amazon-stop-
sell i nR-facia 1-recognition-nol ice/633094002/?

utm source=feedblitz&utm medium=FeedBlitzRss&utm camoaiw=usatoday

newstoostories) reports.
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For now, Orlando police have created a database composed only of pictures of
the faces of a handful of Orlando police officers who volunteered to participate in
the test. It is then comparing those faces to images from eight city-owned

surveillance cameras to see if it can correctly identify the officers when they are in
the images from the cameras.

In Oregon, the Washington County Sheriffs Office is using the program to look for

matches within its own database of booking mug shots, said Deputy Jeff
Talbot. The department also confirms each match made through the Rekognition

(https://aws.amazon.comlrekoenitipn/)software by another method, he said.

“We are using this facial-recognition technology to try to identify suspects in
criminal investigations only,” said Talbot. ‘We are not doing mass surveillance, we

are not doing non-crimes and we are not doing real-time surveillance.”

Biometrics (/tags?tag=Biometrics)
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(/51 2502/vldeo.could-a-robot.make-traffic.stopssafer)

Once the officers vehicle is parked behind the motorist’s car, GoBetween rolls up
to the drivers side window of the motorist, where it becomes the officers eyes,
ears and mouth. A spike strip automatically placed in front of the cars rear

wheels keeps the motorist from driving away until the traffic stop is completed.
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Knightscope Adds Facial Recognition to Ki Security
Robots (/51241 6/knightscope-adds-facial-recognition-
to-Ri -security-robots)

“Prospective clients were able to upload a photo into the Knightscope Security
Operations Center (KSOC) and then watch the K1 detect and report them as they
moved about the booth. One creative individual even attempted to elude ‘capture’
by donning a pair of dark sunglasses to no avail,” the company says.
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Gamber-Johnson Wins WI Governor’s Export
Achievement Award (/51 2377/gamber-johnson-wins-
wi-governors-export-achievement-award)
Gamber-johnson has been named the recipient of the 2019 Governors Export
Achievement Award by the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation
(WEOC) for its contribution to Wisconsin’s exporting strength.
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San Francisco Could Ban Use of Facial Recognition by
Law Enforcement (/512178/san-francisco-could-ban-
use-of-facial-recognition-by-law-enforcement)
The proposal, introduced by San Francisco Supervisor Aaron Peskin, would also
require public input and the supervisors’ approval before agencies buy

investigative technology with public funds. That includes the purchase of license
plate readers, toll readers, closed-circuit cameras, body cams, and biometrics
technology and software for forecasting criminal activity.
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Project Lifesaver International Receives Prestigious
International Humanitarian Award (/511812/project-
lifesaver-international-receives-prestigious-
international-humanitarian-award)

(/51181 2/project-iifesaver.Internationai.receives.prestlglous.internatjonai.humanitarlan.award)

Project Lifesaver International (PLI) has been awarded the Humanitarian
Xcellence Award by the Association for Unmanned Vehicles Systems International

for its use of Dii drones to locate missing persons.
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Transcend Tactical Introduces Mobile Gas Deployment
System for Robots (/511756/transcend-tactical-
introduces-mobile-gas-deployment-system-for-robots)
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ACLU Demands Amazon Stop Providing Facial Recognition Tool to Law Enforcement - ... Page 5 of 7

(/511 7s6/transcend-tacticaI-introduces~mobiIe.gasrJepIoyment_5ystem4Or.robotS)
Transcend Tactical has launched a gas deployment system that can be added to
its Vantage robot to deploy two hot or cold gas grenades remotely and with

mobility.
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The Role of Data Analytics in Intelligence-Led Policing
(/511412/the-role-of-data-analytics-in-intelligence-
led-policing)
An agency’s data is only as good as what it allows them to do next. Public safety
agencies can increase situational awareness and decrease crime in the
community by Utilizing data analytics to the fullest extent.
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The NYPD is testing a virtual reality scenario-based training system. About 200
officers participated in the training program, which was conducted earlier this
month at a state-of-the-art facility in Williamsburg Brooklyn.

NEWS (/NEwS)

Axon Develops Tool for Measuring Officer Performance
and Identifying Training Needs Through Body Camera
Footage (/511538/axon-develops-tool-for-measuring-
officer-performance-and-identifying-training-ne)
Axon has announced the launch of Axon Performance, a data analytics tool that

helps to streamline the policy review process for law enforcement agencies. Axon
Performance allows supervisors to more efficiently review video footage, perform

agenc~mide officer performance evaluations, identi~’ training needs and save
officers time so they can spend more time in their communities.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Axon bunches First Advanced Al-Powered Redaction
Tool (/511 537/axon-launches-first-advanced-aj-
powered-redaction-tool)
Axon has announced the launch of Redaction Assistant the first advanced
artificial intelligence (Al) powered tool to be offered to law enforcement agencies
and prosecutors through the Axon network. Redaction Assistant is a productivity
tool built to increase efficiency for agencies who currently spend up to eight

hours manually redacting each hour of body camera video footage.
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FacePROTM Facial Recognition System
now with Deep Learning Technology

The FacePROTM Facial Recognition Solution
automatically matches a person’s face using
live or recorded video from Panasonic i-PRO
cameras to a database of enrolled faces and
performs notification and alerting of face
matches.

It provides a real-time processing capacity
of up to 20 cameras per server and can
execute high-speed searches of up to 30,000
registered reference faces.

• Automatically Matches Subject Face
using live / captured video

• Advanced Age and Gender Analytics
Reporting

• Enrollment of 30,000 “Known Faces”
into “Watch Lists”

• Up to 20 Cameras on a Serverw/ 10
million-face DB Capacity

LEARN MORE (HTrPS://WWW.SEcURITY.U5.PANASQNIc.coM/coN-rAcl-U5)

FacePRO Key Features Reduced load Facial Recognition

Home (https://www.security.us.panasoniccom/) > Technologies > FacePro

Panasonic Launches Dee...

https ://www.security.us.panasonic.comltechnologies/facepro 5/15/20 19
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High precision Top-tier facial recognition
engine evaluated by NIST

The deep learning technology used in
the new software was jointly developed
with the National University of
Singapore and improves facial
recognition performance by up to 500%
*3 compared to conventional systems.

*3 Rejection rate reduced to 20% when

the wrong person acceptance rate is set
to 0.01 with the IjB-A face image dataset. _____

A unique algorithm that combines deep
learning, a machine learning method,
with a similarity calculation method that
suppresses errors, enables recognition
in situations that were difficult with
conventional facial recognition
technology, such as when the face is
angled (up to 45 degrees to the left or
right or 30 degrees up or down),
partially hidden with sunglasses, or
changed by aging.

*4 Scheduled for launch by the end of

2018

• Face orientation
After:±40° or more
Before: ±200

• Hidden face part (Sunglasses)
After: Dark color lens
Before: Light color lens

Rank k Difficulty
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iA function and Best Shot images maximize facial
recognition engine performance and provide high
recognition precision

• The iA function enables cameras to automatically
detect the scene and automatically optimize the
settings accordingly to improve the detectability
of the video images. The camera automatically
detects the moving objects, movement speed,
faces, and light intensity (day/night/headlights)
found in video that are usually hard to see due to
subject movement and backlight, and optimizes
the settings in real-time and capture more
optimal video of the subject.

• The Best Shot License Key included with this
software can be installed on Panasonic i-PRO
EXTREME series network cameras (sold
separately) to automatically select the images
suitable for facial recognition from the multiple
face images captured when a person passes in
front of the camera, and send only those
selected images to the server. This enables high
quality images suitable for facial recognition to
be sent without putting a load on the server.

Sunglasses Surgical Mask

Example of iA effect

https://www.security.us.panasonic.comitechnologies/facepro 5/15/2019
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Reduced server and network load
FacePRO system that combines this product with cameras that include the iA function allows faces
to be detected by the camera and only the Best Shot images that contain faces to be sent to the
server, which dramatically decreases network load and eliminates the need for large bandwidth.
Performing facial recognition on the server using the Best Shot images reduces server load and
hard drive capacity requirements Tab3 Expanded Search Capabilities Simple batch registration of
a maximum of 10,000 faces is possible with the standard Facial Recognition Server Software (WV
ASF95O). The optional Face Registration Expansion Kit (WV-ASFE951W) enables registration of up
to 30,000. Facial Recognition Matching Capabilities One of the major advantages of the Facial
Recognition Solution is the level of control it gives you from a central point of management.
Thanks to the direct connection between camera and server, you can control and gather insight
from up to 20 remote cameras from one server, at the same

Panasonic face authentication system

Narrow Bandwidth

Shot images

Facial detection / cropping
Best shot determination rocessin na V~ Sv ~ (AgeGender•verincation)

Expanded Search
Capabilities

People counting,
& Gender

Age

The software also features an analytics
section. In this area, a user is given the ability

~fltflWIEH
-
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Simple batch registration of a maximum of
10,000 faces is possible with the standard
Facial Recognition Server Software (WV
A5F950). The optional Face Registration
Expansion Kit (WV-ASFE951 W) enables
registration of up to 30,000.

to analyze statistics such as people counting,
and also allows them to detect age and
gender. The system will then display the
relevant information in an accessible manner.

Count people of detected face and
evaluate their age and gender.
Display the result on the screen with
statistical graph.

• The statistical data can be saved as a
CSV file for analytical use.

Facial Recognition Matching Capabilities

One of the major advantages of the Facial
Recognition Solution is the level of control it
gives you from a central point of management.
Thanks to the direct connection between
camera and server, you can control and gather
insight from up to 20 remote cameras from
one server, at the same time. With face
matching and visual analysis carried out by the
system in realtime, your operator can easily
access any recorded images related to that
face or customer, via the GUI in their
monitoring software.

• When it is matched with registered
people, alarm of face matching is output
in real-time, and display an alarm
history in the list

• Specified screen image can be played
back on control monitor with double-
clicking on an alarm history.

Client software
VN-ASM300

C
Extension software

tiW-ASE23IW
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Customs Agents Use New Facial Recognition
Technology to Nab Impostor at Airport

August31 2018’ by Staff Writer (/authors/504428/staff) 000 C~

Embed from Getty Images (http://~vw.gettyimages.com/detail/1 009082682)

It was just the third day of operation for a new facial comparison biometric system
now being used by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) at Washington Dulles
International Airport when a man presenting a French passport was discovered to in
fact be from Republic of Congo.

A 26-year-old man traveling from Sao Paulo, Brazil presented a French passport to
the CBP officer conducting primary inspections, according to Homeland Security
Today (https://wnw.hstoday.us/federal-pages/dhs/cbpmcbp.at-dplles~airport~
intercepts-mi poster-usin2-new-cutting-ed2e-facip 1-comoarison-biometrics-

tethnQi~gyfl. The agency’s new facial comparison biometric technology confirmed
the man was not a match to the passport he presented.

Upon further inspection, his authentic identification was located in his shoe.

“Facial recognition technology is an important step forward for CBP in protecting the
United States from all types of threats,” said Casey Durst, CBP’s Director of the
Baltimore Field Office. “Terrorists and criminals continually look for creative
methods to enter the U.S. including using stolen genuine documents. The new facial
recognition technology Virtually eliminates the ability for someone to use a genuine
document that was issued to someone else.”
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The impostor intercepted at Washington Dulles International Airport was the first
impostor detected using the new technology.
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Once the officers vehicle is parked behind the motorist’s car, GoBetween rolls up to

the driver’s side window of the motorist, where it becomes the officers eyes, ears

and mouth. A spike strip automatically placed in front of the cars rear wheels keeps

the motorist from driving away until the traffic stop is completed.
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Knightscope Adds Facial Recognition to Ki Security
Robots (/512416/knightscope-adds-facial-recognftion-to-
ki-security-robots)
“Prospective clients were able to upload a photo into the Knightscope Security
Operations Center (KSOC) and then watch the 1<1 detect and report them as they
moved about the booth. One creative individual even attempted to elude ‘capture’
by donning a pair of dark sunglasses to no avail,” the company says.
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Gamber-Johnson Wins WI Governor’s Export
Achievement Award (/512377/gamber-johnson-wins-wi-
governors-export-achievement-award)
Gamber-johnson has been named the recipient of the 2019 Governors Export
Achievement Award by the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC)
for its contribution to Wisconsin’s exporting strength.

NEWS (/NEW5)

San Francisco Could Ban Use of Facial Recognition by
Law Enforcement (/512178/san-francisco-could-ban-use-
of-facial-recognition-by-law-enforcement)
The proposal, introduced by San Francisco Supervisor Aaron Peskin, would also
require public input and the supervisors’ approval before agencies buy investigative
technology with public funds. That includes the purchase of license plate readers,
toll readers, closed-circuit cameras, body cams, and biometrics technology and
software for forecasting criminal activity.
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(/51181 2/project-lifesaver-lnternational~recelve5.prestiglou5.internatlonal~humaflitarlanaward)

Project Lifesaver International (PLI) has been awarded the Humanitarian Xcellence
Award by the Association for Unmanned Vehicles Systems International for its use of
Djl drones to locate missing persons.

NEWs (/NEW5)

Transcend Tactical Introduces Mobile Gas Deployment
System for Robots (/511756/transcend-tactical-
introduces-mobile-gas-deployment-system-for-robots)

(/511 756/transcend.tactical-introduces.mobile-gas-deployment_system.forrobot~s)

Transcend Tactical has launched a gas deployment system that can be added to its
Vantage robot to deploy two hot or cold gas grenades remotely and with mobility.
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An agency’s data is only as good as what it allows them to do next, Public safety
agencies can increase situational awareness and decrease crime in the community
by utilizing data analytics to the fullest extent.

NEWS (/NEWS)

NYPD Testing Virtual Reality-Based Training
(/511 543/nypd-testing-virtual-reality-based-training)

(/51 1543/nypd-testing-virtual-reallty-basedtralnjng)
The NYPD is testing a virtual reality scenario-based training system. About 200

officers participated in the training program, which was conducted earlier this

month at a state-of-the-art facility in Williamsburg, Brooklyn.

NEWS (/NEW5)

Axon Develops Tool for Measuring Officer Performance
and Identifying Training Needs Through Body Camera
Footage (/511538/axon-develops-tool-for-measuring-
officer-performance-and-identifying-training-ne)
Axon has announced the launch of Axon Performance, a data analytics tool that
helps to streamline the policy review process for law enforcement agencies. Axon
Performance allows supervisors to more efficiently review video footage, perform
agencywide officer performance evaluations, identify training needs and save
officers time so they can spend more time in their communities.

NEWS (/NEWS)

Axon Launches First Advanced Al-Powered Redaction
Tool (/51 1537/axon-launches-first-advanced-ai-
powered-redaction-tool)
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Axon has announced the launch of Redaction Assistant, the first advanced artificial
intelligence (Al) powered tool to be offered to law enforcement agencies and
prosecutors through the Axon network. Redaction Assistant is a productivity tool
built to increase efficiency for agencies who currently spend up to eight hours
manually redacting each hour of body camera video footage.
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Generating a Ust of high-quality leads using facial recognition technology is now

within reach for agencies of all sizes. Learn how facial recognition works, best

practices for capturing probe images, and new breakthrough image pre-processing
techniques that anyone can employ.
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